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In Our Mb Year

Set For January 23

Meeting On Main Street
Four-laning Is Scheduled
proposed roadway improvements on
Kentucky Department of TranMain Street...an opportunity to become
sportation, Bureau of Highways, has
fully informed about the proposed
scheduled an informational meeting
project."
Jan. 23 on a design plan that could
A notice of the public meeting and
ultimately lead to a four-laning project
for Main Street in Murray.
, map showing the section of Main the
The proposed project, first talked
proposal deals with appears in the
classified section of today's edition.
about here in the early 70s, provides for
Murray City Planner Steve Zea said
the reconstruction of Main Street
the meeting Jan. 23 in the Special
between 16th Street and 6th Street "to
Education Building on the campus of
provide a four-lane urban section." The
Murray State University is a "peblic
meeting in January is billed as one to
meeting, not a public hearing."
"once again afford all interested
"DOT is holding this to see-if there is
persons and those affected by the

LIVE NATIVITY SCENE — Persons who Passed by Kirksey United Methodist Church Thursday and Friday night
were treated to,. unique view of the Nativity - church members filled the roles of those who participated in the first
Christmas. Tfie live nativity scene in front of the church haS turned into an annual event for Kirksey Methodist. Ron
Pace directed the event this year.

Freeze On State
Proleas Revealed

By SY FtAMSEY
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
estimated $32 million in projects
scheduled for some phase of design or
construction in the next three months
will be held off until the outcome of a
special legislative session, the state
administration says.
The money is in the Capital Con- ,
struction Program, which has a total of
$211 million in available funds for the
hit against a seat. I don't know whether
•
current biennium.
myself
found
I did it unconsciously but I
"This action is taken in response to
in the water. I tried to swim but the
speculation that the program can be a
ache in the leg wouldn't let me. Luckily
source of ,funds to oftset any revenue.
the fishermen arrived and saved me."
reductions which might be imon
skipper
Giusseppe Verduccia, a
--eine-stAlie4ishing boattotecalleekTifie- ...4ilementeckaiiss-s-ihe special --session,"Finance Secretary Roy Stevens said
were sailing right in the area, bound for
Friday.
Christmas at home "after several days
"...We do not want to preempt the
of fishing. We saw the plane coming low
General Assembly's decisions or limit
quickly and touching the water just a
the options which might be open..."
few Ilypdred meters away from us. We
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall called the
couldn't see how people could get out of
last month in Gov. J,ulian
session
steered
and
it. We turned our lights on
Carroll's absence.
toward the bodies we saw in the area.
It was held for one day Dec. 13 and
Obviously they had no time to use life
then the lawmakers adjourned, with
rafts."
Carroll calling them to convene again
It was the second major crash near
Jan. 8.
Palermo's airport since 1972 when,an
Mrs. Stovall claims that proposed tax
Alitalia DC-8 carrying Sicilian voters
she has listed can be
reductions
the
on
crashed
mainland
the
from
home
financed from surplus money in the
mountain near the airfield, killing all
budget. Carroll contends there is no
115 persons aboard.
surplus and that cuts would have to be
made in current spending.
In a letter to cabinet secretaries,
IT'S NOW OR NEVER'
agency heads, university presidents
ONLY I MORE .
co'nit.itigional, officers, Stevens
SHOPPINSDA:1-.
'nctsed a list of Projects which would
come under the moratorium. He said
0
CHRISTMAS!
the list-is subject to additions "as we
continue our research."
Projects imderwajo ..at state universities would feel the temporary impact
most.
The largest single project under the,
moratorium is $5.2 million for an administration center ,at Northern
Kentucky State University.

103 Feared Dead In Crash
Of Jetliner In Sea Near Sicily
PALERMO, Sicily (AP) — An
Alitalia jetliner packed Mostly with
Sicilian workers on a special Christmas
flight home crashed, broke apart and
sank in the sea off Palermo early today,
and 103 of the 129 aboard, were feared
Aro_Srltd,
' Fishing boats iicFed 'the 1g-others
from the water, and doctors said most
of them were suffering from shock,
minor fractures and light poisoning
from swallowing jet fuel that spilled
from the 10-year-old DC-9.
The extra holiday flight from Rome
carried 124 passengers, including four
babies and a handful of non-Italians,
and a crew of five. It hit the Tyrhennian
Sea about three miles short of Palermo's airport at 12:40 a.m.,,and sank in
seconds, witnesses said. -Authorities
said engine trouble probably was
responsible. Navy ships and helicopters
criss-crossed the black, debris-strewn
waters with search beams while
skindivers scanned the surface underneath. Winds were brisk but the
skies were fairly clear.
"As soon as the plane hit the water,
pandemonium broke- know 'skew*
Giovanni Martorana, a 20-year-old
customs officer who survived the crash,
said. "No one could understand what
was going to happen. Almost immediately a strong blast wrecked the
front section of the plane, the cabin.. I
think no one of the -crew could have
survived."
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chance of rain
ter
Cloudy with a chance of rain
developing tonight. Not as cold
with lows in the upper 30s to low
40s. Cloudy, windy and turning
colder with a good chance of rain
becoming mixed with or
changing to light snow Sunday.
Temperatures falling into the low
to mid 30s during the day. Winds.
shifting to the tforthseett late.
tight and Increasing to 15 to 25
mph and gusty Sunday. Rain
chances are so. percent Sunday

Another survivor, Francesco Zumbo,
an army engineer who was sitting in the
plane's midsection, ;said.. "I saw
everything in the light of the landing
lights,'the tip of the wing hitting the
water. The DC-9 bounced, hit the
. the see ag,ain-Auel----lbe--.
fuSelage broke on impact.
"'The plane floated for a few seconds.
The fuselage started filling with water.
I saw someone standing on the seats
trying to breathe as the water level rose
and air was growing short. Then I
lowered myself into the water,found a
gash in the plane and got out.- A little
later I was helped aboard a ,fishing
boat."
Pietro Carrubba, a paper mill offidial
who suffered a broken leg, said: "I was
sitting in the mid-section. I heard
strange noise's, kind of a splashdown.
There was a big pain in the leg where I

Graves Urges
Opponents To
Resign Offices
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Ralph Ed
Graves says\that he has called upon
three of his 4vals for the Democratic,
nomination f r governor to resign the
public offices they are now.holding.
Id a news conference
Graves
Friday that he has also asked Terry
McBrayer,:another candidate for the
3.1ominatiori, to repay the state for
public int:ides allegedly spent on his
campaig7 while he was state commerce cdmmissioner.
Graves released copies of handwritten letters to McBrayer, 1st
District Congressman Carroll Hubbard, U.Gov. Thelma Stovall and state
Auditor George Atkins.
"They cannot effectively do these
-jobs while campaigning," Graves said.
"All are utilizing a public office to
promote a private campaign."
Graves did not charge Hubbard or
Atkins With specific abuses, but said
Mrs. Stovall had used a state car with a
state employee as a driver, to take her
to a political speech in northern Kentucky last month.
He also said several of Atkins' staff
members were at the meeting and
questioned if they would have normally
been there as part of their duties.
Graves charged that state-salaried
employees had been assigned to
promoting McBrayer's campaign both
before and after he left the commerce
corrernisaioner's post.
He charged that included addressing
on State time invitationa to a birthday
party for McBrayer suposedly elven by
McBrayer's mother.

'Another is $2.8 million for a chilled
water plant to be built at Kentucky
State University here. A third is $1.2
million for renovation of Atwood Hall at
KSU.
And about $6 million in projects at the
University of Kentucky system would
be affected by the moratorium.
That includes $400,000 for obstretrics
renovation at the medical center, $1.3
million for the academic technical
building at the Maysville Community
College, $800,000 for an addition to the
Diignostic
Disease
Animal
Laboratory, $400,000 for removal of
.1sandicapped barrier, $360,000 for
renovation of vacated medical center
'
- aces, antritrintion- iseE-for a
at
resource . center
learning
Elizabethtown Community College and
an auditorium .and classroom building
at Somerset.Community College.
r

any interest in seeing part of it or all of
it four-laned. And if there is enough
interest, then DOT will hold a public
hearing," Zea said.
Bryan Stwart, planning engineer at
DOT headquarters in Paducah, earlier
this week estimated the Main Street
project, should it be approved, could
take five years to complete.
The DOT design for the Main fourlaning is some 1.19 miles, according to
the notice.
No cost estimates are placed on the
project, but Zea said it costs over $1.7
million to build a mile of interstate in
Western Kentucky and the Main Street
would probably cost more per mile.
As it is proposed, the project calls for
four, 12-foot driving lanes, four foot'
median, curbs anyl-gutteru,
and turning lanes.at 1= aiid _10th
streets..
"Maps, drawings, the Negative
Declaration Impact Statement and
other pertinent information developed
by the Department of Transportation
and written views received from local,
state and federal agencies and other
public officials will be reviewed and
discussed by department representatives at the public meeting, and will
be available for inspection and
copying," according to DOT.
Officials say they expect to discuss
the procedure and schedule for'
acquiring right-of-way and the
relocation assistance program during
the meeting.
Persons attending the meeting can
submit. written statements or other
exhibits then or submit them to DOT
-,-heetiquarters in Paducah.
Those interested are asked "to express their views on the highway design
features, including social, economic,
environmental and other effects of
alternate designs.I/

0.
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Baby Wet 'n Care And
Star Wars Top Gifts
If reports from local toy stores are
any indication, there will be many little
girls who will awaken Christmas
morning to find a Baby Wet 'n Care and
many little boys who will discover any
of an assortment of "Ater Wars" toYs,
These items seem to be the fastest
moving toys for this Christmas season,
and in some cases, the supply has exceeded the demand in local storf4;" and
they are sold out of them.
Other toys in great demand are
electronic games of all sorts, especially
computerized football and basketball,
electric race car sets and Milky the
Marvelous Cow. Games such as
Operation, Ono, Blip and Hungry Hippo
have been meek requested, tri addition
to such traditional board games. as
Monopoly.
My Baby Beth, My Friend Mand7 kid •
Alphie Robot will be found under the
tree fdr many preschool tykes

Local resideids seem to be expecting
another cold winter to hit sometime
soon shift women's stores report.brisk
Christmas sales of wool sportswear,
sweaters, shawls and coats. Other
feminine gift items that are selling well
are 14 karat gold jewelry, scarfs,
blouses, fragrances and cosmetics.
An assortment of cold-weather
garments including sweaters, corduroy
slacks, flannel shirts, jackets and coats
are being sold at menswear stores.
,Hardware and appliance stOres
report that high-priced items such as
televisions and microwave ovens have
sold very quickly. Recliners, cedar
chests and gun cabinets are also in
greet demand at these Stores.
For those who still have last-minute
Christmas shopping to do,time has just
about run out. Local stores will be open
today, however, some are closing
Sunday for Christmas Eve.

••••

MFD CHRISTMAS PARTY — There were over TSO happier youngsters
Friday when children from Murray and Calloway County received toys,
fruit, milk and candy as a part of Murray Fire Department's annual Christmas party. Ladonna Fox, daughter of Virginia Felgenhauer, Route 4,Murray,
is shown here playing with a toy jack-in-the-box. A fire department
spokesman said a number of local businesses and individuals contributed
to the party for the youngsters. The party was highlighted by a visit from
Santa Claus.
Staff Photo By Lowe. Atchley
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Body fat insulates
Sunday, Dec. 24
Mr. and Mrs. 'Charles 0.
Bondurant will be honored
with a reception-tit celebration
of their 50th wedding anruversary at the Murray
Woman's Club House. All
friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of 2 to 4 p.m. The family
requests that guests not bring
or send gifts.
A reception in honor of the
50th wedding anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie B. Parker,
formerly of Calloway. County,
will be at the Egyptian_ Trail
Cafe, Highway 45, Metropolis,
111., from 2 to 4 p.m.

SSednesday,December ri
Murray Lodge No. 105, Free
and Accepted Masons, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall for the election of officers.

Lawrence E. Lamb.M D

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Free and Accepted Masons,
will meet at the lodge hall for
the election of officers.
Thursday,December 28
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m, at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
For information call 759-1792
or 753-9261. Note change of
date due to holiday.
HOSPITAL NEWS

Tuesday,December 26
Ellis Center, will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.' for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.

ZETA MEETING - Jo Brandon, second right, welcomed members and guests of the
12-7-78
Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the meeting held Dec. 7 at
Adults 127
Gene &
Jo's Florist. With Mrs. Brandon are, from left, are Mrs. Cecil Farris, Mrs. Leila
Nursery 5
Erwin, and
Mrs. W.C Elkins.
No Newborns Listed
Dismissals
Charles S. Shelton,' 178
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter Riveria Ct., Murray, Loyd E.
Key,611 Broad, Murray, Mrs.
Center.
Susan D. Hirtzel, 84 Riveria
12-8-78
Murray TOPS Club will Ct., Murray, Mrs. Betty
Adults 132
Bradley,
Rt.'
6,
Benton,
Mrs.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Nursery 6
The Zeta Department shop and asked that each one
Dottie L. Bailey, 1705 Wells
Center.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Ext., Murray, Mrs. Beverly A. Murray Woman's Club met register for a door prize.
Crawford, Baby
Girl
Christian Women's Aglow Whyback and Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Thursday, Dec. 7, at 7:30 p.m. Agnes Watson was the lucky
Lottie), Rt. 1, Bx. 71, Paris,
Fellowship will. meet at 9:30 Benton, Mrs. Belinda J. for "Christmas at Gene & name drawn and received a
Tenn.
Jo's."
a.m. at KenBar Inn, Gilber- Grubbs and Baby Girl, Rt. I
miniature decorated
DISMISSALS
Bx.
Mrs.
37,
Torn
Sedalia, John W.
Rowlett, chair- Christmas tree.
tsville, for breakfast with the
Mrs. Bernice E. Wallin, 1619
program to follow at 10:30 Shekell, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. man, presided over a short
Each person was presented
Lochlomond, Murray, Mrs.
a.m. This is open to all in- Lynn Elkins, Alma, Roger D. business session. The group a surprise package from a
Norma J. Ladd, 613 E. 12th,
Hudson, Rt. 3, Bx. 237, voted to send contributions to grab bag basket, compliments
terested women.
Benton, Mrs. Teresa S. Smith,
Murray, Mrs. Donna H. Western State Hospital and to of Gene & Jo's.
415 College Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Schorey, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. CARE. Members were asked
After seeing the Christmas
Juanita Williams, Rt. 8,
Leva J. Simmons, Rt. 6, Paris. to save stamps which is a decorations at the florist,
Murray, Jimmy L. Scott, 1320
Tenn., Mrs. Sarah C. Green, Murray
Woman's Club punch -.ad coffee with
STONECIPHER BOY
Sycamore,
-Murray, Mrs. E.
Rt. 5, Mayfield, Mrs. Sue
Project to raise money to help assorted sweets were served
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Sherron Grace, Rt. 6, Paris,
Joe Carlton, P.O. Bx. 353, Paris, in a CARE project. from a beautiful tea table
Stonecipher of Murray are the Tenn., Mrs. Sandra S.
Tenn., Mrs. Ha Nell Dunn, 706
Mrs. Rowlett welcomed depicting the Christmas mot&
Wilson,
parents of a baby boy, Sean Rt. 2 Bx. 115, Murray,
Earl Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Robert guests and expressed her
Hostesses were: Mrs. HeronKyle, weighing eight. pounds J. Galbreath, 1601
Mildred C. Nall, 1706 Ryan,
College appreciation, and that of the West, Mrs. Buist Scott, Mrs.
10 ounces, measuring 21's Farm Rd., Murray, Patty
Murray, Herman Ellis, Rt. 7,
J. Zetas, to Mrs. Brandon for W.C. Elkins, Mrs.Stark Erwin
inches, born on Tuesday;, Dec. Ross, Rt.6 Bx. 129-A,
Murray, Mrs. Anna Marie
Murray, inviting them to share in the and Mrs. Cecil Farris. 12, at the Murray-Calloway William E. Perry, 110
Crouse, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Ash St., beauty of this Christmas
County Hospital.
Donna Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Murray, Mrs. Bytha B. Self, Season at Gene & Jo's.
The father is an assistant it: 5, Murray,
Mrs. Florence V. Meador, Rt.
Mrs. Brandon responded by
Earie I.
coach at Calloway County Williams, 104 N.
Murray, Mrs. Mable
12th, Murray, welcoming Zetas and their
.___ 0
_1lIL Scho_
E.66fisit
___,_
--s4fulanart--tes. Turser;I'siffi-tis .guestmcwsid--iistrodwett-Vidd*
-7' Gadd.lirfrents are bir.and
-*
Mrs., -Elie Stewart, 1638
' 12th, Murray, John E. Smith
Roberts, Tot McDaniel and
'- -- Mrs-. Joe stonecipbmir- 13E------fesp4redt,
Farmer* Murry, Hugh- G.--Rt. --6,--i3z. 'CO, - Margaret- -Blalock
Who
Centralia, Ill., and Mr. and Murray, George
Adams, Rt. 1, Farmington.
E. Coates assisted her. She invited the
Mrs. Hal Gibson of Mayfield.
(expired), Rt. 1, Hardin.
group to brouse through the
12-9-78
By OECILY BROWNSTONE
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Associated Press Food Editor
Pierce,
Baby
Boy
KENTUCKY BUFFET
Dressed Eggs ( Loujean), Rt. 2, Murray,
Baked Ham
Fielding, Baby Girl (Kennie),
Chicken Salad
F. 0. Bx. 872 Paris, Term.,
Molded Salad
Jackson,
Hot Bread Tray
•
Baby
Boy
Sherbet Fruit
Coffee
Patricia), 13 Morningside
JEAN VERRAL'S
Village, Paris, Term., Colley,
SHERBET FRUIT
Baby Girl (Debra), P. 0. Bs.
My Kentucky neighbor plays 966 Paris,
Tenn.
this by ear, depending on what
DISMISSALS
fresh fruit is on hand or in the .
Florence Anderson, Rt. 2,
market and adjusting proporParis, Term., L. V. Blanton,
lions to the number of guests.
506 N. lit Murray, Mrs. Exie
Frozen mixed fruits in
Paschall, 415 Sycamore
'syrup(1 or more10-ounce
packages)
Murray. Conrad Parker, Rt. 4
Eut-uf fresh fruit_and7or_
or berries
Oliver, NOS.9th Murray, Mrs.
Lemon end orange juices,
Karen M. McTaggart, Rt. I
to taste
Bx. 238 Mayfield, Billy R.
Orange-flavored liqueur
Burpo, Rt. 9 Bx. 274-F.Benton,
•
to taste
Jeffery D McFarland, Rt. 5
Raspberry sherbet
Prepare the fruit sauce sev- Paris, Tenn., Billy J. Mceral hours ahead: thaw the fro- Dougal, 1006 Payne Murray,
zen fruit, but while the peach Joseph R Lowe, 11191s
slices are still half-frozen, cut Chickasaw. Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
them up. Add the fresh fruit, Virginia S. Jones, Rt. 7 Bx. 69
lemon juice, orange juice and Murray, Mrs.
Martha S.
liqueur; cover and chill. At
Edmonson, Rt. 5, Murray,
serving time, scoop the sherbet
into individual silver cempotes Mrs. Margery Ahart, 810 Sha
or glass sherbet cups and spoon Ws- Circle, Murray, Mrs.
some of the fruit sauce over the Grace P. Irvin, 717 Sycamore,_
sherbet. Pass the remaining Murray, Mrs, Hazel Mcfruit sauce in a silver or glass Cuiston, 1608 Hermitage,
bowl.
Murray, James E. Wilion, Rt.

DkROR. LAMB - I am
a 61 ear-old man. A year
ago I was diagnosed as having an acute myocardial
infarction. I have arteriosclerotic heart disease.
I know this means damage
to the heart muscle. What
are my chances for a complete recovery? I weighed
178 pounds when my attack
-occurred. I am 5 feet 10. I
am now down to 149 pounds
and my doctor's content and
wants me to hold between
49 and 155.
I follow my diet rigidly, no
dnimal fat. I only ui corn
oil of torn oil margarine for
cooking. No fried foods, I
walk one mile in the early
morning and one mile in the
late evening. Except for
slight pain over the extreme
upper left portion of my
heart, under my left armpit

411 HOSPITAL NEWS

Meet At Local Florist

COOKING'

• Biggest After
Christmas Sale Ever!

We will be closed all day Tuesday,
December 26 getting ready for our

6 Bz. 7-A Paris, Tenn.,
Commie E. Cain, Rt. 1 Almo,
Mrs. Mary Helton, Rt. 2 Bx. 87
Gilbertsville.
12-10-78
Adults 139
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy McNeely (Linda),
316 N. 12th Murray, Baby Girl
Ellison (Carolyn), Rt. 1 Box
96-A, Buchanan, Tenn.
•
DIMISSALS
Cynthia G. Moore and Baby
.Boy, Rt. 4 Mayfield, Mrs.
Patricia C. Jackson and Baby
Boy, 13 Morningside Village,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Barbara R.
Tucker and Baby Girl, Rt. 7
Mayfield, Mrs. Dale M. Watt
and Baby Boy, Rt. 6 Bx. 302
Murray, Christopher M. Goad,
1617 W. Main, Murray, Mrs.
• Debbie S. Bowl, Rt. 4 Cadiz,
Larry J. Langley, 1519 Henry,
Murray, Mrs. Therisa J.
Knight,
Murray, Mrs. Roezona J.
Btfrtt, Parts,
Tenn., Mrs. Lavana F. Cunningham, P.O. Bx. 543 Cadiz,
Michael S. Stairs, Rt. 2 Wingo,
Mrs. Shirley J. Rapsberry, Rt.
2 Hazel, Ray Thrasher, Rt. 3
Bx. 24-H2 Murray, Jimmy
Page, 1402• Poplar, Murray,
Wanda L. Campbell, 4051/2 S.
12th Murray, Mrs. Bertha
Younger,514 N. Brewer Paris,
Tenn.,
Thomas
Cullen
Forrest, Rt. 5 Bx. 2313
Murray; Glyco Wells, Rt. 2,
Box 353-A Murray.

Slid along the upper portion
of my left arm, I feel fine.
Sometimes I have mild
shortness of breath and
weakness.
I take three Librium daily
and I also carry Nitroglycerine tablets in case I have
heart pain, but I seldom use
them.
My big problem seems to
be circulation. Last winter, I
nearly froze. My feet were
like icebergs in spite of
heavy wool socks which I
wore and I had to wear
thermal underwear all wins
ter even in 60 degree temperatures. Can anything alleviate this? Perhaps I'm
expecting too much too soon.
I don't have high blood pressure or diabetes. My doctor
seems satisfied with my
progress. Would you please
comment on my situation?
DEAR READER - First,
congratulations. It takes a
lot of effort to get rid of 28
pounds, but it Was the best
thing you could have done
for your heart. I am not
really sure what your weight
should be because the important measurement is not
in pounds. It depends on how
much fat is under your skin:

-.=
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If you still have an appre
ciable amount of fat around
your waist or abdomen, then
you still have some fat you
could lose. I'm convinced
that people who have high
blood pressure, heart attacks or diabetes should
everything they can to get
rid of every last excess
pound of body fat they have
Many people don't lose all
the fat that they should and
those last few pounds of fat
can make the difference in
lowering blood pressure
lowering high blood
levels and decreasint
choletr
high' blood sugar levels. So
take a good look at yourself
and feel how much ,fat is
under the skin before you
decide you've lost all the fat
that you need to lose.
To give you some additional information on what
you might expect after a
heart attack, I am..sending
you The Health Letter number 2-12, After The Heart
Attack. Other readers who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care Of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
You may be right in saying that you're cold because
you have poor circulation,
but you've also lost your
internal thermal underwear.
A layer of body fat is a layer
of insulation and fat people
seem to be able to tolerate
cold weather better than
thin people do.
There is probably a limited amount that can be done
to help you with this problem
except to suggest you try
mild exercise within the limits of your heart ,condition
when you feel cold. When a
person feels cold and gets up
and moves around and does
a little work, it generates
body heat. More importantit Causes an increased
blood nOW
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Your Individual
Horoscope

7).

Your IndividualHoroscope

Frances Drake

;Mb,M D

Frames Drake.

SUNDAY,DECEMBER 24, 1978
What kind of day will time, you may be in the
mood
tomorrow be? To find out what for solitude.'Selt-exantination
the stars say, read the now will lead to some deep
forecast given for your birth insights about yourself.
Sign.
SAGITTARIUS.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Ales
The ties of friendship seem
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The emphasis is on especially strong today. You
romantic
or
marital may revise your attitude
questions, but it's certainly about someone you've known
not a good time to dredge up a long time.
issues from the past. Feelings CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
run deep.
Discuss with your partner or
TAURUS
tiC
(re a close one
what you truly
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Be moderate in celebrating want out of your career. In the
today, as chronic health process, you may alter some
• PRESENTING THE special
conditions could flare up. Let of your attitudes.
program of music at the
your heart rule your head AQUARIUS
luncheon
meeting of the
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
when it comes to giving.
At
Kentucky
Lake
Chapter No.'
Attending
a
church service
GEMINI
853 of the National Association
today may make a profound
May 21 to June 20)
of Retired Federal Employees
You may be surprised at the effect on your consciousness.
1.; J•
held pee. 15 at the Colonial
depth of your feelings now. It You're philosophical now and
House Smorgasbord were,
seems like it's all or nothing in deeply so.
pictured
left, Wayne Halley,
PISCES
matters of affection.
minister of music, First
(Feb. 19 to Mar_ 20) )('
CANCER
Baptist Church, with Allene
"Lead us not into temp(June 21 to JUly 22)
Knight, pianist. In the other
If you retreat into your shell tation" may be your prayer
picture are some of the
today, it will be difficult for for today. Unconscious
members and guests at the
others to get you to tome out. promptings are powerful and
luncheon tables. Standing on
Avoid domestic showdowns perhaps unsettling.
the left is R. H. Douglas,
and poqsessiveness.
YOU BORN TODAY are
president. Eugene Tarry
LEO
both , practice:
and
introduced the program
1July 23 to Aug. 22)44:g imaginative. Your dramatic
guests. Reports were given by
A startling disclosure may nature finds a ready outlet in
1111~11111
ell VW UW
Homer Miller, Van D.
lead to a turnabout in your acting, music, sculpture, and
2
thinking. You and a relative art. Yet you can also succeed
Valentine, C. 0. Bondurant,
may be on different wave in business and will have
Max B. Hurt, Keith Morris, M.
lengths. Avoid a return to financial luck in real estate,
C. -Henry, Kenneth Grogan,
sibbling rivalry.
Lowell Palmer, Eva Morris,
manufacturing, and banking.
VIRGO
and Eugene Tarry.
Your best success comes when
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) riP te% you. work for public benefit.
Your attitude towards You'd make a good journalist,
finances may undergo a critic or public administrator.
By Abigail Van Buren
radical transformation. Find In any case, you should
some comforting words for always keep busy,, as when
someone not feeling well.
inactive, you tend
to
LIBRA
daydream, become indolent,
Tina Olson was installed as
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
or get caught up in depression.
You're in the mood to Birthdate of: Ave Gardner,
president of the Murray Unit
transform your physical actress; Howard Hughes,
of the National Hairdressers
appearance, perhaps with a capitalist; and Matthew
at the Christmas dinner
DEAR ABBY: When my husband's mother came to live
new hair style or a new look. Arnold, poet.
meeting held Monday,Dec. 11,
with me and my husband 22 years ago,she made our lives so
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Three Needn't
Be a Crowd •

.41.

SCORPIO.
BAKE A CAKE
(Qct.24 to Nov_
rf- When baking rsikee, always.
Even though it's holiday preheat the oven-, to the
required temperature. Place
the pans in the oven so that the
CUSTOM
heat will circulate evenly. To
LT
test for doneness, touch the
TC44. N
top of the cake lightly with a
CALINZT5
finger. If the cake springs
back, it is done. Or insert a
toothpick or cake tester near
the center. If it comes out
clean the cake is done.

my chil ren if I ever had to live with them. One day I "eat
down and wrote- talyelf letteweontffining
put in in an envelope marked,"To be opened on the day I go
to live with one of my children." Thep I put it away.
I've been widowed anci self-sufficient for eight years, but I
was recently forced to give up my job.and go to live with my
daughter. I'm submitting that letter. Perhaps your older
readers might benefit from it, as I intend to. Here are the
rules:
-Give what you can toward your keep. Any budget will
stretch just so far.
-Keep yourself clean and neat. Fresh undies and daily
baths are a must.
•
-Remember, it is THEIR isome. Give them privacy at
every opportunity.
C 5 Tom
-Try to make your own friends and develop interest!"
outside the home.
rtiRkt/
-If you suspect they would like to go away on a vacation,
but are hesitant because of you, offer to visit another
relative or friend so they will be free to go.
- Don't offer any advice onexpress any opinion on family
matters unless asked.
_
- Volunteer information that they might be too embar— -asset •
1111111111111pr---,--54r-spireivw-has-14
gerfrati-tor your but al,
- -Vert '6 -- - ----rasseel-tri=yer-fctriT-itiele 11J
in its neck. A -giraffe '-or
hospitalization, etc. ,
a m an has on l seven.
These rules were written over 25 years ago. I read then
often and am determined to keep them.
SEVENTY-SIX A- ND HOLDING
DEAR ABBY: Our eldest daughter had to get married at
18, after having gone steady with a "very nice" boy for three
year's, so we made a rule for the younger childen: NO
GOING STEADY.
Now we are having trouble with our 15-year-old daughter.
She wants to go steady. We said no, she has to have a date
with another boy between dates with her speciaLboyfriend.
• 1300 Johnson Blvd.
She says no one else asks her.
Will Be
Tell me, Abby, how can parents keep their children from
going steady? We know from past experience that it is
dangerous, and we don't want any more. "hurry-up
marriages in our family. But if the kids don't want to go with
anyone else, or if no one else asks them, what can parents
do?
TRYING
if artis
DEAR TRYING: Instead of making rules,
would work toward building the kind of relationship with
their children that lends itself to straight talk on a sensible,
unemotional basis, they would fare better.
Let your children know why too much togetherness puts a
strain on two normal young people who have a strong
physical attraction for each other. Explain that this attraction is usually equated with love-but don't put it down and
say it's only puppy love.
Tell them that the only way to reduce temptation is to
reduce the time spent together alone.
Tell them that you are aware that when young people
think they are in love, the more they make out the more difficult it is to control their desires, and they seldom do less
when they're together than they did the previous time. Let
them know that you understand and trust them, but you are
opposed to going steady because you want to help them, not
punish them. And then, Mother, you will have lessio worry
about.

CORRY'S

rs and
house

:0

I.

MONDAY,
• DECEMBER 25, 1978

ARIES
ay.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) I
(Sept.
S;F:6
re2.3art
W Oct.
nlog.e22:
:
v rrthan
Avoid. excessive spending,
element
of
as there is an
surprise in connection with one to lose money- today.
mutual assets. Limit ex- Avoid extravagant friends,
penditures to necessary items. safeguard personal
possessions, and by-pass risky
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
You may go overboard in a ventures.SCORPIO
romantic situation. Singles (Oct 23 to Nov. 21) lit'eV
You may be suddenly
will be prone to love at first
sight, and married couples romantically attracted to
someone in an unlikely
may act like newlyweds.
situation. Depending on your
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 110
9
- ingenuity, this may or may not
Don't attempt to do too be a good thing.
much today, as you may SAGITTARIUS
overtire yourself or cause Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A secret rendezvous may
your nerves to frazzle. Limit
yourself to what has to be not turn out as expected, or it
could be that your privacy is
done.
interrupted by an unexpected
CANCER
visitor.'
(June 21 to July 22)
The possibility of romance CAPRICORN
may cause a sudden oange in ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 1W't
Make no financial pledges
plans. Make sure you don't let
that you'll later regret. A
now
others down, while you're
social gathering has unexbeing swept off your feet.
pected romantic overtones,
LEO
but don't neglect old friends.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Unexpected visitors may AQUARIUS
drop by today, perhaps (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
causing a, disruption of
planned activities, or an invited guest may not show up.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
A good day to spread
holiday cheer with local visits.
An unexpected meeting

Other officers installed- by
Fd"ila
Beauty School were Fay Hurt,
vice-president;
Debbie
Griffin, recording secretary;•
Sharon Kelso, treasrer;
Wanda Brown, historian.' •
Also present for the dinner
were Kay Dalton,Leta Taylor,
Joan Colson, Jackie Morris,
and Paulette Nanny.
Retiring officers are Debbie
Griffin, president; Tina Olson,
vice-president;
Wanda
'Brown, recording secretary;

DISCO DANCE

0

Dec. 31,1978-8:00 p.m.

Jaycee Building

Adults 18 and Over
Tickets:
Sunset Blvd.; Chuck's Music
$7.00 Per Person

EXTRA BON $

)0

•

Th r
Dec.
Purses House Shoes
Red Wing Boots
Weyenberg Dress
and Work Shoes

10%
Discount

No Exchange
No Refund
No Layaway

Going On Now

Carol Hill, treasurer; Judy
Curd, historian

25%-300/0-40%
Even 1/2 OFF
Free Gift Wrapping
Open Till 8:00 Uctil Christmas
gA.0( Am(•.CA•D

I .1 k .1

The College Shop

l%

2;4N

imum'aThe Ms. Shop

Tina Olson
-new president

Everything
—

40% to
50%

Closed

NEW YEAR'S EVE

-

L
1*************************************

Savings & Loan Association

00

Confidential discussions
about business are favored,
but not everyone will fulfill a
part of the bargain. Avoid .
risks.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Don't make sudden travel
plans with new acquaintances,
as the trip may not tuin out as
'expected. Sidestep ill-advised
adventures.
•
YOU BORN TODAY are
scientific, artistic, and
practical. In whatever field
you choose, you have the
chance to become an innovator, if you overcome a
tendency towards" vacillation
as well as a sense of inferiority. Have the courage of
your convictions and accent
your individuality for your
best success. -Occupations
which you'll find congenial
include writing, science, art,
and being the head of your
own business. More tolerant
Capricorns,
than
most
nevertheless, you have strong
principles. Birthdate of
Conrad
Hilton,
hotel
executive; Clara Barton,
founder of the Red Cross; and
Isaac Newton, scientist.

After
Christmas Sale
Before
Christmas

NP%.

Hairdressers Hold
Meet At Dakota

Security Federal
Christmas Day
December 25
Happy Holidays/

though may cause an
alteration of • scheduled activities.

Beginning December 26 at
9:00 a.m.

at
UNIQUE BOUTIQUE

CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: If you want to have a truly
merry Christmas, call someone you suspect might be alone
and include him or her in your plans.

Hiway 641, Draffenville, Ky.

Are your problems too heaviPto handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

Phone 1-527-8586
****************************soit*******1

(Outside Of Benton )

•

YEAR END F'RE-INVENTORY STOCK REDUCTION

Buy One PairAt Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free!!!

Ali Sales Final

This offer includes Men's, Women's and Childrens' Dress, Casual, and Canvas Shoes
You can mix them when tuying,.so bring the whole family, friend or Reighbor
510 Main Street
Glenn C. Wooden,
Murra
Owner

FAMILY SHOE STORE

Th r
Dec. 30 978
Women nd
Children's F shion
Boots
5C
Y0
Discount

•••

December ta,078
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Echoes From The Past
0

LUKE 12:47 48
47 "Anti that servant, wloch knew his lord's will, and
prepareu not himself, neither did according to his will.
shall be beaten with many stripes

IC

-4*

.1

.1$

T

he Christian religiou is centered around the worth and
importance of the individual. By his own performance,
by his faith in the Lord and adherence to kis teachings
and values, each individual person can achieve his own salvation.
Jesus spoke the words above to illustrate the factor of
)
1'1;
personal responsibility. Much will be expected from those
who have the ability and resources to lead and serve well.
But, for them, also, the penalty should be heavy for lack of
4,11
concern, avoidance of duty and turning away from the word
of the Lord. By contrast, those who act in a similar
way, not by design. but simply through lack of the ability and
resources to do better, deserve little blame and light
punishment. In these simple words, we were given a fundamental
guide by which to gauge our own lives and evaluate the
actions of people and nations.
6
This Christmas Season the Lord's words should have special meaning for all Americans. We have, in freedom and as
responsible individuals, built a nation with unprecedented
power and capacity to advance the quality of human life and the
cause of peace on earth that is the message of Christmas.
Our people have moved among the stars and have shared'
the experience with all the world. They search for
ways to endpoverty and hunger from the abundance and
strength that is theirs. With restraint in the use of immense
military force, they seek the freedom, not the territory or
treasure, of other nations.

'‘)

Let us be thankful for the strength that is ours and for the
spirit of the Lord living within us. Ours is not the easy
road, nor should ifbe. ". . .to whom men have committed
much, Of him they will ask the more." So it is with Our
nation and with our people.
r
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Once upon a time, two little children
_sere playing in the woods when they
were astounded to see a little bird lying
In his nest on the ground. Now this
surprised the children, who had always
believed that birds and their nests were
found in trees. Because of ,this
discrepancy, they immediately picked
up the unfortunate offspring, complete
with his house, and hastened to the
mother ofone child, who had somewhat
of a reputation of having a fondness for
animals and ( erronenously) knowing what to do in case of an emergency.
This mother, who happened to be
toiling away at her place of employment, was not unduly surprised
when presented with this entourage,
since various other similar instances
over the years had already prepared
her for almost anything. She then
proceeded to try the usual remedies for
baby birds — in this case, unnamed
baby birds, because this one could not
be identified as to specie — but to no
avail; the infent would not eat.
After much pondering, this woman
hastened to the nearest bird book in
hopes of being able to identify the
foundling and hence know how to cope
with this emergency. But, since infants,
especially in the bird kingdom, very
often do not resemble their parents, this
was not much help, either: As closely as
the assembled group could gather, the
infant seemed to be a quail. This belief
was reinforced by the fact that the nest
was found on the ground, had not been
dislodged from a tree, and quails are
known to be ground birds:
The next step,'It seemed, was to call
upon an expert. So she hastened to the
telephone and called upon a certain
Raul B,utterworth, known to be an
expert in the field of quails. He informed the worried group that ordinarily quails will emulate baby
chicks audheginpiekirig-at-feed-as Men
as they are out of the egg. However,
since this orphan may have not had the
good sense to do this, Mr. Buttersvorth's
next suggestion was to get another
.hatirthitrintigtddtit-----one learn the ways of life.
This suggestion was rapidly acted
upon, to the tune of 35 cents. But, woe to

iitalttfOsire

.,,Looking Back

Murray Ledger & Tunes
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10 Years Ago
Marine Private David A. Steffey, son
of Mrs. Veils Steffey, bas graduated
from eight weeks of recrutt training at
the Marine Corps Becruit Depot, San
':'Diego,'Cal.
Deaths reported Include Henry
Putnam Vinson, 78, J. D. Johnson, 78,
Lloyd Clifton Burgess, 45, and Walter
MorIt. Scull, 78.
_
StantjE.
biology at MurrayState University, has
-been awarded a National Science
Eoundation Faculty Fellowship to'
complete his doctoral work at Ohio
State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Chartes Finney announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Miss Phyllis Cunningham, to Larry
Allen Or; an .of Mr. _arid Mrs. George
, Orr.
Baxter Bilbrey, Dan Miller, Max
Russell, and Carl Roberts, all of
-Murray, have been elected officers of
Pi Kappa Alpha, social fraternity at
Murray State University.

20 Years Ago
A-1C Jerry B. Overcast has been
nominated as Airman of the Month at
Chanute Air Force, 111.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Boone

Bible Thought
The Lord Ilse spoke unto Joshua,
saying, Speak to the children of Israel
saying, appoint out for you cities of
refuge, whereof I spake unto Moses. —
Joshua 211:l and 2.
Our homes should be a refuge for the
rearing of our youth and our -cities
should be kept as a sanctuary for people
as well as for birds and trees

OkflFEr

oI

and genealogical
Column of
famila- notes. I
and
stories
anecdotes,

Freckles A Christmas Story

•

48 But he that knew not and did commit things
worthy of stripes, sh..11 be beaten with few stripes.
for unto whomsoever much is garcon of him shall be
much required; and to whom men have committed
much, of him they will ask the more."

,

Reed,81, and Mrs. Effie Undewood, 74.
New officers and committeemen of
the Murray Real Estate Board for 1999
are Claude Miller, Phillip Mitchell,
Cross Spann, Temple Taturn, Harding
Galloway, Don Tucker, Conrad Jones,
Hoyt Roberts, T. Waldrop, W. H.
Brown, Equal Williams, Freeman
Johnson, Hiram Tucker, and Bill Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones of Hazel
weddirt-anniversary. with a family dinner on
bac'. 27.
In high school basketball games
Farmington beat Lynn Grove, Fancy
Farm beat New Concord, Murray
Training beat Cuba, and Murray
Douglas beat Humboldt, Tenn. High
team scorers were McClain with 16 for
Farmington, Adams with 13 for Lynn
Grove, Hobbs with 28 for Fancy Farm,
Green with 18 for New Concord, Shroat
with 23 for Murray Training, Wheeler
with 19 for Cuba. D.:Jackson with 37 for
Murray Douglas, and CRY-art with 15 for
Humboldt.

30 Years Ago
The Calloway County Chapter of the
American fted Cross has supplied 21
families in Calloway County with
clothing and toys for Christmas, according to Mrs. Mary Pace, executive
secretary of the local Red Cross
chapter.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bell
Wells,/f-,--andistrs. Susan•Sataideii,
Kathleen Gibs and Carolyn Vaughn
of Murray have been "named official
delegates to the first Ecumenical
Student Conference'to be held at the
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Dec.
V to Jan. 1. Over 2,000 delegates will
attend.
Hugh Perdue of itingsport, Tenn., is
the guest of • his father, F. M. Perdue,
and other relatives for the holidays.Ethyl gas is advertised at 23.9 cents
per gallon and regular gas at 22.9 cents
per gallon in the ad for Martin Oil
Company this week.

40 Years Ago
The house, occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Downie, was destroyed by fire
on Dec. 16. The house was owned by J.
L. Lynn.
Deaths reported this week include
John Porter Bradley, Mrs. Mary
Harris, Mrs. Ha Duncan, Mrs. Roy
Jones, H. E. Webdell, and Mrs.
Missouri Gupton.
Mrs. James Hansford Doran of
Murray Route 1, Browns Grove area,
was second prize winner of $175 in the
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
statewide
Home
and
Farm
Improvement contest.
All schools in the Calloway County
School System closed Dec. 22 for 04e
holdiays, according to Supt. T. C.
Arnett.
Joe Ward, Richard Jones, Henry

Jones, Tom Fenton, J. D. Outland, and
Noble dd.cDougrd have
members of the School Boy Patrol for
Murray High School.
Rob Huie has been named captain
and Thomas Farley as alternate
captain of the 1939 Murray High School
football team.
"The King of Kings," silent-picture
film produced by Cecil B. DeMille, wilt
be shown free of charge at the First
Christian Church on Sunday at 5 p.m.
The Murray Woman's Club cookbooks have been published and are now
on sale, according to Mrs. C. C. Farmer, treasurer.
Laurine Tarry, teacher in the
Livingston County Schools, is spending
the holidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Tarry, Sr.

50 Years Ago
The court square at Murray presents
an attractive display at day and a
beautiful decoration at night with the
'Christmas effects which were installed
'the first of the week.
..Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Rufus Atkins, Mrs. Bill Humphreys, Mrs. Bert Fraley, and Mrs. Lou
Owing. Elder H. B. Taylor, pastor of the
Murray Baptist Church, will on Jan. 1
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
founding of his religious weekly, The
,
News and Truth. '
Severitl instances of cattle at large on
Murray's streets have been reported to
Chief of Police J. F. Hays, who issued
warning that such is Prohibited by city
ordinance and that oymers persisting in
letting their animals set out will be

Rs Juois Matipin

subject to fines.
Joe Ryan was reelected executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce for the coming year.
Officers are E. J. Beale,S. J. Holcomb,
T. 0. Turner, T. H. Stokes, Dr. B. B.
.Keys, B. E. Langston, Foreman
Graharh, Ben Grogan, and Vernon
Stubblefield.
An average of $13.72:. per hu red
,weight was reported on the sae of
tobacco on the Murray floors this eek.
Mary Neale, Calloway County court
Clerk,said 1929 automobile iicenaetags*
willso (111 sale this week.
Births reported this week include
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood, Dec 20,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Thurman
on Dec. 17, and a boy to M.r. and M.
Albert itichardron.
i

-
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all, when the two babies were placed
side by side, it was quiti,evident that
only one was a quail — and that was the
one who had only recently entered the
group. Further research finally
identified the orphan — it was a kildeer,
whose parents were also known to nest
on the ground.

titre him
looking and managed t
pretty badly. We scared off th cat and
retrieved Freckles.
When the usual home rerriedies didn't
seem to be helping, a day or two later I
took Freckles out to the quail farm, to
let Mr. Butterworth take a look at him.
He applied some gentian violet to the
sores (which cured them in a day or
two) and seemed to enjoy visiting with
what he said was the only quail he had
ever seen raised as a person.
Since we were out there, I thought
Freckles might enjoy visiting with
some of his kinfolks. Actually, it was a
waste of time. Freckles wasn't afraid of
all these birds; but after he heard all
that racket, which interested him
somewhat, he became bored with the
whole thing and walked away. He just
Since no attempts at feeding the
didn't identify with them at all.
kildeer were successful, that same
There is some vestige (small!) of the
night, the baby gave up all attempts at
wild instinct left in him, though. It
trying to make it in a human world and
seems that the hawk is the natural
died. In Cie meantime, the inch and a
enemy of quails; this had never shown
half long chunk of fuzz which had been
itself, since few hawks fly over our
identified as Freckles, proceeded to
home. But last summer, while visiting
peep away, eat anything (egg yolk and
my parent. in Indiana, Freckles was
chick starter) offered to it, and set in to
outside when a plane flew over, quite
rule the castle'. This he has continued to
low. The poor bird flattened out on the
do to this day.
'ground, convinced evidently, that the
This story took place almost three
biggest hawk in the world was about to
get ham
years ago, when I was working in :the
PaYehelogical Center at Murray State-- There are many stories I could tell
University. Since my children and the
about this bird-person, but that would
Segal children usually played together
take a whole book. He loves people, but
after school, they were the villains in
definitely prefers small children, with
the story. The original intent, in buying
whom he will carry on extended conanother (!) quail was to raise them to
liersations. Hissfirst "bob-white" didn't
the age of young adolescence and free
come out until he was a year old; up till
them.
that time he did a perfect imitation of a
Freckles had other ideas. Even
whipporwill, which he must have
though I have raised and freed other
picked up somewhere.
species of birds, who were always
Freckles likes to ride in a car and go
happy to be given their freedom, here I
visiting; he's as nosy as any child, and
was faced with one who not only did not
a regular ham when he has an
want to enter the Wild Kingdom, but
audience. He isn't afraid of anything
who waseonvineed and still
ficepr,
IlfWrn airwten hi was
he was a human being.
young he learned a game which was a
The first question people usually ask
lot of fun for us at first, and still is for
is do we keep him caged up. My answer
him. He will run at jspur feet and try to
untie your shoehices or flog your.ankle
is, "Do you keep your kids caged up?"
'fain .aviaji. As I
Ff0-ttfined4he'----Saiire
,
:ffc-4-164'-90t4abWttr
way, and has arranged his life to ours,
said, at first this was cute, but after
the same way that any. other infant
replacing numerous pairs of hose, it's
would. He eats at meal-times and goes' lost its original, zest for me. to bed when we do. He also eats what we
I take him to work with me occasishaoy, because he is such a
do,even though a pan of seed and water
fountain is kept in the kitchen for his
sociable creature that it really botherr
benefit. If meals are not to be found —
him to be left alone a hit. When he was
as is sometimes the case, in really busy
still a young bird. I noticed that as soon
as I walked in the door at night, he
times — he will resort to the seeds, but
, --itisevittent that this insults his basito---wottld immediately head for his food
nature.
pan and start eating as if there was
- His diet would, by preference, consist
going to be a famine. I finally decided
of Pepsi, potato chips, lettuce salad,
that he just didn't eat when he was
and pizza. But he also enjoys cooked
home alone all day.
,.(not.
i raw) vegetables and bread, which
He is also rather cold-natured, and at
.1 try to encourage, not wanting him to
night, in the winter, if he gets too
die of vitamin deficiency. He also takes
chilled, he'll get down off his perch (on
liquid vitamins to forestall this eventhe book-case, go down the hall in the
tuality, and seems to enjoy them.
dark and snuggle under the covers with
Obviously, you are thinking that this is
one of the kids. How he has managed to
ia-Sx-nas
-bea is One
set-a- typit..1 bird.littit=remembeiThst
doesn't know that he's a bird.
more mystery.
.
Last summer, he had an accident
Freckles is well into his third year
while out in the yard taking a dust bath.
now, which means that he has outlived
Our cat, a placid Persian, knows that
the normal life span of a quail. I know
Freckles is strictly off limits, and lets
that oiaectIllese,dayshe will go the way
him walk allover him. Unfortunately, a
of all pets; but I also know that when it
neighboring feline, not as considerate,
happens, it will be like losing one of the
tackled Freckles when, he -wasn't
family, because that's what he i.

If You Don'tNeed This...
Then You
ileed

For electrical safety and efficiency, adequate wiring is a necessity. •
If the wiring system isn't big enough to carry your home's full electrical load, appliances can't operate properly. Symptoms of
inadequate wiring are—TV picture shrinks, lights dim, appliances
heat slowly, and fuses or breakers often blow or trip. If your home
has any of these symptions, you should have the wiring system
brought up to national and local codes as soon as possible. Usually,
this is a major undertaking, so deal with a reputable electrical contractor.
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MILLION DOLLAR SALES — THREE YEARS IN A ROW... Mrs. Audra Moody of BoydMajors Real Estate has reached the miUion dollar sales for the third straight year. Mrs.
Moody is shown receiving a plaque denoting her membership in the "Million Dollar
Club"from John Boyd and James Majors.

Audra Moody Honored
Audra Moody, real estate
broker with Boyd-Majors Real
Estate Agency has been awarded the Agency's "Million
Dollar Club" plaque for her
services to the agency in 1978.
This is the third year that Mrs.
Moody has reached this level
of sales. John Boyd and James
Majors Owners; praised Mrs.
Moody for her excellent
achievements.
Mrs. Moody is currently serving as Secretary for the
-.Murray-Calloway _ County
Board of Realtor's.

red, and at
gets too
perch (on
hall in the
overs with
anaged to
one

T1,

associated with Boyd-Majors.
The Moody's live at 1507
Chaucer in Canterbury and
have three children, Steve,
Mrs. Rick (Susan) Bowerman
&Sandra.

Older Prone To Fatal Accidents

The Hartland Building
304 N. 4th St.
753-8170

GEORGE LANDOLT
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MARKET DIRECTION OE
KENTUCKY STOCKS LAST
WEEK: Moderately downward. Biggest gainer,:
Brown-Forman (AMEX), -to
4; Ashland Gil
3
34t+s from 32/
2 from 4946;
/
(NYSE), to 501
Reliance Universal (OTC),'to
2 from 13. Greatest
/
131
declines: Texas Gas (NYSE),
2 from 37; Glenmore
1
to 35/
Distillers(AMEX), to 22 from
4;
3
22/

Choosing An Executor —
It's Tricky Business

•

opurt•
,
*

car line
Datsun's 1979 model 310 series offers American buyers a new front-wheel-drive
hatchback sedan
with excellent performance, fuel economy, ride and handling. Available in
Datsun lineup. The
and GX hatchback coupe modals, the 310 replaces the F-10 series in the
driveability,
function,
on
emphasis
with
310 provides a practical front-wheel-drive vehicle
interior
anti
exterior
_uni#Aue
and
_space
interior
durability,
reliability,.
operation,
economy of
steel
styled
suspension,
ihr
andfront
independent
design.. Standard features include
reclining
wheels with steel-belted radial tires, tinted glass, electronic rear window defogger,
above) has a
bucket seats and full cut-pile carpeting. The sporty GX coupe model (pictured
to all the features
five-speed transmission and a tachometer as standard equipment in addition
rear seats,
listed above. Other items that are stand,ard in all 310 models include split fold-down
wiper. The
remOte hatchback and filler lid releases and Pa variable intermittent windshield
batsun 310 goes on sale at Datsun dealers during December.
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PSR Announces
- Data Processing Manager
•
PSR Computer Services in managef, data processing.
West is a graduate of the
Murray has announced the
with a
promotion of Fred West from University, of Kentucky
Electrical
in
BSEE
to
operator
cOmputer
Engineering. He has also done
graduate work at the Florida
Institute of Technology.
. .
West climes to PSR from
in
Corporation
Harris
Melbourne, Fla. where he
served as sYstems technical
manager, Electronics
Division.

offer our

Congratulations
to

31.
Plant expansions are more
the rule than plant closings,
however, and the results shOw
up in employment totals
manufacturkg
Kentucky
operations. Statistics from the
top 50 manufacturers in tke
state show employment tails
up. from 123,273 in 1977,'10
123,953 employees in 1978. This
represents a 6 percent increase.

"BANKING
IS EVERYBODY'S OPj3USINESS
45/

CUB_,IiCeltretarr

LANDOLT INSURANCE
AGENCY
GENE LANDOLT

Caldwell Lace Leather, added
respect to.-the national
that "the rate the workman's
economic situation" from
Marco Products Co. of compensation insurance
caused our parent company to
Lexington.
build a 8250 million plant
On the other end of the
spectrum are manufacturers elsewhere."
And while Whittier Steel &
such as Phoenix Products in
Tyner, whose president, Tom Manufacturing, Shelbyville,
Wilson, said the state's gave the economy a "fair"
is rating, branch manager
climate
economic
"terrible" in its workers' Chuck Jackson said his own
compensation and unem- plant's growth "has been
ployment insurance outlooks steady, (having) assumed a
greater share of production
as well as in its tax considerations for new and responsibility from our main
factory in California."
marginal businesses.
The contrasting situation is
Workers'comp and taxation
problems also were cited by exemplified by Consolidated
such diverse companies as Aluminum Corp., which
Long Block & Supply Co. of blames not the .state's
but
climate
Shelbyville, Caldwell Lace economic
Leather Co. of Auburn and unrelated "market conMaker's Mark Distillery of ditions" on the closing of its
Bardstown as reasons for Carrollton plant. About 131
viewing the climate as less people will lose their jobs
when the 114,000-square-foot
than desired, _
Joe Hoilett,. president of facility shuts down December

prop

year. The Council says this means
this age group, which accounts for
one in 10 persons in the population.
suffers one in four aciidental
,lation, it "is more important
By Willis IV Alexander
deaths.
than ever to think twice beExecutive Vice President
Examining only deaths from American Bankers Association
fore naming a friend or refalls, however, reveals that seven
Have you chosen, or are lative to "save money."
For instance, the recent
of 10 victims are elderly
you currently considering, an
individual to be named ex- tax law on "carryover basis"
ecutor of your estate? Has a for assets in an estate requires
friend or relative recently that the executor establish
kilo separate values for each .
asked elle.'to serve" as
ecutor? Worse yet, has the asset and furnish to the
tlic
-su njeet
• The executor, or executrix quired information on the
The more you know
in the' case of a woman, is carryover tax basis for each.
about the economy of our
—
Obviously, your executor
the individual or trust inmore
economithe
country,
stitution named in a will and should have the business and
cal you may be able to be
appointed by the court to financial experience needed to
when it comes to handlingwrap up your estate quiekly settle your estate when you
your own finances.
die. There may be only one, and efficiently without drainUnder our free-enterprise
or more than One, to share ing assets from your family.
system, prices are deterthe respgnsibilit,ies yzhich axe In addition, he must be willby
extent
large
a
to
mined
serve and live close
time-consuming in
numerous,
Teems:
enough to handle all of the
and often complex.
The more it costs a manuAn executor's duties ty- day-to-day duties. Some states
facturer to create a product,
require the executor to be a
pically include:
or someone to provide a
• collecting the money resident.
service, the more that prodWhen serving as executor,
that's due your estate,
,
uct or service is going to
bank trust departments are
inlife
*
that
seeing
the
if
consumers,
cost
are able to draw on the combined
surance
Companies
UNDER OUR ECONOMIC SYSTEM government regulother
manufacturez
4aWrits of a corporate staff
.
_notified,
trepreneur is _to remain_ in _letimi of industries could lead to higher consumer prices.
* paying off valid debts made up of investment counbusiness.
selors, tax and real estate exyou owed,
It is possible that someone When the government forces Economic Advisers, said
perts and accountants. In
* preparing and filing all
else can come along and an entire industry to com- that in light of President
addition, they offer record and
inheritance
ipcome
estate,
inflarules,
Carter's
concern
about
costly
certain
with
ply
thing-or
provide the same
arid- safe,keeping
' keeping
taxes,
nearlyKacrat.,a lower cost, the whole country often has tion7---it---hr-"Irtsportant to
* arranging for your lam-, facilities, and they are perwhen only one or two indi- to pay the price. This is ensure that any new regulaily's immediate living ex- manent.
vidual manufacturers are especially tragic when such tions do not impose unnecSince executors' fees are
penses,
faced with increased costs. rules are not even needed. essary or uneconomic costs
• distributing portions of often set by state law, you •
on American industry."
When an entire industry is
Some people concerned
your estate to all the people don't have to shop around
affected, however, the situa- about the rising costs of It has been estimated that
for-'*Wrgairillost niahnnyou named in the wilt, ahd
cotton
dust
the
standard
tion is different-consumers clothing fear that our
• hiring a lawyer to handle sized banks are willing to
-tre alinost sure to have to cotton industry may be- that went into effect Sept. 4
the legal aspects of estate set- serve is executors of estates
will require the industry to
pay more.
come a victim of unneces- purchase from $1.8 to $2.6
starting in the $75,00,0
tlement.
That's one reason many sary regulation.
Serving as executor has range, and you can always
billion in new equipment
people are opposed to exnever been an easy, honorary; fume a friend or relative
cessive government regula- In a memorandum, and involve thousands of
to ensure'
part-time job - and in Reit as co-executor
in
of
a
the
workers
program
L.?'Se-luttze,
Charles
tion of and interference
of the new demands and risks you don't lose personal
America's business. chairman of the Council of medical tests.
with
resulting from 1976 tax legis- control.
The older you get the more likely
you_ are to have a fatal accident,
especially one caused by a fall. re'Pons the American Council of Life
Insurance.
Latest government figures show
that 28.000 persons age 65 years or
older are killed .hy accidents each
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The Honoree is in her sixth
year with Boyd-Majors. She
became a sales person in 1974
and received her brokers
license in 1976. Mrs. Moody's
husband, Reuben, is also

state's econcantc climate "as
good as any, possibly
somewhat better," and said
the company is completing a
$1 million expansion project to
build a new product line
(crushers for surface mining
and quarrying).
Voice Communication Coil
Co. of Paducah views the
economic climate as "good,"
according to plant Manager
Wayne Whelan; he expects
completion early next year of
a new plant which will increase production space by
24,000 feet and employ 60 to 100
additional persons.
Other optimistic comments
about the state's economy
include "very strong on all
levels in 1978" from Perma
Industires of Henderson,
"very good" from Smith
Monument Works of Somerset
and "steady growth, with
guarded optimism with

As might be expected in a
diverse economy such as
Kentucky's, opinions vary on
the economic forecast for 1979.
While some Kentucky
ent,
are
manufacturers
thusiastically optimistic about
the corning year and have
expansion plans in the works,
others take a dnejview of
the future econoii4iealth of
the Commonwealth.
Included in the latter group
are a number of manufacturers who continue to point to
the need for relief from high
workers' compensation insurance costs if the state is to
surge forward.
Among the companies with
expansion underway is the
W.R. Stamler Corp. of
Millersburg, producers of
mining and materials handling machinery.
Company president William
R. Stamler considers the

Fred West

GREETLN.US
To our
friends and
_—
loyal patrons,
here's hearty
wishes for
the best

West's new duties will include the Supervision of PSR
elient data processing and
installation of new clients.
West resides on Route IL
Murray with his wife, Mary
Ann and children, Mark and

Christmas
ever.
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Monika.
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DANK NOTES

Fred West
Audra Moody

In the 1860's, when

by Bill Boyd

metal coins were scarce, U.S. postage stamps.
were used for small
change. They were kept
in special holders so
they could be handled
without damage.

• There's no harm in asking for our advice on
money matters. You may benefit from our experience,
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Four Meant

Lakeland Outdoors

Mogi

By Hemp Brooks'Jr.
Recipe For A
from someone who sent off to At one thirty Wilbert
grass nearby would serve a•
Wilbert found the school bus
Duck Hunt:
college-a& for.that reason, he decided he had to do
blind, and we could pull its
It had slipped off a bridge
Cold Air,
had stayed home. He got up something. He wrapped up as
boat down the field and hide it
With the season of Christand nosed down into the ditch.
Floodwaters, Cornfields...
and threw a couple more best he could and stepped
III a nearby willow slough.
mas well upon us, our
Another five feet and it would
.. If I had to write a recipe for
pieces of fire wood in the stove outsides The five below zero
thoughts are of things joyous
The decoys hit the water
have rolled down the side of
.a good duck hunt, it would with a hollow thump, a noise
and went to the front window temperature along with the
and perhaps, serene. The
the mountain. The fourteen
,read something like this: take all duck hunters are familiar
to look out. In the dim light of thirty mile an hour wind
story contained in our article
school children and the
sharp, clear day right after a with. We were in a hurry, and
the porch light he could see nearly took his breath. The
today, I first heard beside a
teacher were still inside. They
Id front, add rising waters in as hurries go, some of the,
that snow was already snow was waist deep in places.
campfire high in the Colorado
were cold but in good spirits.
flooded cornfield, and mix in decoys bobbed upaide down
beginning to cascade over the He finally got inside the old
Rockies. That was seventeen
The bus driver had started out
couple of partners, decoys,a instead of floating upright. We
tops of She snow fences that family car but it refused to
years ago. And related it in the
for help, fallen down the
retriever and a reliable pair of slowed down, did things right.
fourwheeling column back in
bordered the county road. crank. The battery wouldn't
mountain and broken his leg.
chest waders.
Even in this remote QOM- even turn it over.
1975. Some reader rememand refused to pay attention to
With the aid of the children
And this is just what I had the ducks entering the field.
munity, where snow was not
bered and asked recently that
ilbert doubted seriously
Wilbert
Wilbert was able to let himself
last weekend. Heavy rains had
all that uncommon, this was that he could 'make the five
We put out some 45 duck
we might consider running it
down the side of the mountain
pushed western Kentucky decoys and a half dozen goose
going to be a big one. Wilbert
again. I trust it will stir your
walk to the school in the
on a rope and bring the man
streams out of their banks, floaters. Then Philip started
thoughts as it did mine.
returned to the radio and blizzard 'Conditions. Already
back up. All seventeen people
end the big rivers, the Ten- walking the boat down toward
heard the announcer welcome his face and hands were
Wilbert had returned Gne
loaded ;into and on the old
nessee. Cumberland, Ohio and the willows; water here was
in the new year. He hoped his numb. He finally managed to
from his freshman year at the
army jeep for the tree mile
Mississippi were starting to Just shy of waist deep. Don,
State University for the sister would get home soon in make his way to the barn
uphill battle back to the little
brim out into adjacent my Lab and I headed for the
Holidays. It was New Year's the county school bus which where the stock were kept.
mountain house. This caused
croplands. The front which Johnson grass, which was on a
was the official taxi for the There in the hallway was the
Eve and the little mountain
another tire to blow out
bad spawned the deluge was rise and barely out of the
New Year's Eve party.
house that had been his home
old army jeep which the
making two flats.
well to the . southeast, and water. We burrowed tight
The lights went out as the family had owned for about
for the past eighteen years
Some said later the spirit of
Crystal cold air pulled redness nests into the grass, loaded
was quiet. His mother was current failed. Wilbert got up five years. The top was gone
the
pioneers was mixed in
i* nto our cheeks and drew our shotguns and started
:isleep in the side bedroom, and lit the three kerosene and the tires were almost
large measure with that awful
numbness into our fingers.
scanning the skies, intent on
lamps
sick with the fever. His ten
kept just for such slick. One was even flat. The
blizzard on that night. One
Phil Sumner, Don Buck and some serious shooting.
year old sister, June, was gone emergencies. He switched the windshield was a 6piderweb of
thing is certain; on that night,
I were on the Ohio right at
Philip was almost back to
to the.Rockhouse School New radio over on battery. The tracks. Wilbert tried the
those seventeen folks, age four
dawn. Don and I had spotted the grassy hide when a cloud
Year's Eve party. His father announcer was saying that the starter and it gave a slight
to sixty-one, and that ancient
the cornfield three days of ducks swung in Off the river.
was well into his traditional town down below
was grunt. In desperation, he
dilapidated old ayresitdm jeep;
earlier, but floodwaters "Hurry up!" I called to him,
custom of greeting each New snowbound in the valley and lealked around front and
conquered three miles of
weren't quite high enough to and he broke into a run for
Year in the intoxicated con- that the snowplows from the grabbed the old hand crank. snowchoked road that
spill out into the rows. The cover. The birds were broken
dition. Holding the third fifth county seat forty rntles away The ancient rig coughed
Cornfields and floodwaters equal mallards, as Don
the best efforts of the highway
river had swelled some four up and sailing, obviously in
of bourbon in his lap, he was could not possibly get thru slightly. Pulling the choke department for
Buck
and
his
nine solid
retriever
can
testify.
Rising
waters
along
feet higher since then. the mood for breakfast.
sprawled in the big chair in before tomorrow. He advised wide open, he made another days. Battering
the Ohio and Mississippi have spilled into adjacent
its way thru
however, and we expected
About that tune another
front of the stove, pretty much everyone to stay home and effort with the crank. The time snowdrifts
deeper than the
croplands and attracted thousands of migrating ducks
conditions to be ideal. The group of hunters in a woodout of it. The radio announcer keep warm. Wilbert began to worn flat head four cylinder
headlight, with two flat tires,
and geese.
, only question was, would the sline several hundred yards
was talking about a big winter worry about his sister since it stuttered to life and promptly
and a load of four times what
duck be there?
away started calling, the first
storm in progress and giving was now thirty minutes past filled the barn with blue it
company, and he fell. My hunters paradise.
was designed to carry, the
The day's light was just indication that the field wasn't
retriever fetched the birds,
The only problem was a the weather forecast. Snow midnight. He picked up the smoke. By some miracle, one old jeep made it somehow.
grey when we idled off the our's alone. But the ducks
and when he got back in the hiding spot. The water was was already beginning to drift telephone
to call
the headlight still worked.
The next year Wilbert went
river and into the field. It was wanted the center of the field,'
cover, ice formed on his outer deeper in the corner than it up on the sides of the little schoolhouse but it was out Sao.
Wilbert got into the drivers to the New Year's Eve party
a picture of perfection in and they continued in our
Their house was the first one seat and finally managed to
coat But I think his trembling was out in the field, and we mountain house.
because it was held in his
terms of waterfowl habitat: direction.
was more from excitement couldn't stand in the corn. We
Wilbert almost wished he up the mountain from the find some gears that would
honor. The old jeep today sits
rows of corn tops broke a level
That is the morrient of truth,
than from the cold.
schoolhouse
gone
had
Year's
the
to
, and all the other still work. The old jeep in the town
New
. tossed out 20 decoys and
firehouse where
-platform of water. Ears of not the shooting. We broke in
Almost like turning on a pulled the boat into the edge of Eve party at the school. But he children lived even further up. sputtered and coughed out into the
t corn
city fathers meet, almoit a
poked out from the with our ,highball calls, and
light, everything that flew into- the woods. Shadows and limbs remembered that the local The snow continued to fall in the furious blizzard. Wilbert
town
monument.
The
stalks. offering ducks and the flight responded like bees,
the field worked to one broke over us to provide some kids pretty much withdrew never ending sheets.
soon learned that the only way schoolhouse now has a wood
geese a banquet'
of their scattering and riding rigid
isolated corner where the corn cover, but the ducks proved
to keep it running was to. pull stove plus the electric heat.
favorite food.
wings downwind.- Then they
ran into a woods. At times the leery of the setup. The big
the hand throttle wide open And Wilbert's father still
About that time we heard an banked up, their white unair above the spot was filled flights flew on, but we worked'
and let the clutch do the rest. welcomes the New Year in
unmistakeable rush like a jet, derwings caught the sun's
with birds, like a tornado, enough singles to limit. By 11
There were no brakes! With, customary' fashion. Life goes
the sound of wind from the first beams, and they floated
swirling and gliding and then a.m. we had nine drakes and
the dignity of a tribal cheiftain on.
wings of a flight of mallards into our spread.
settling in. One flight must two widgeons. _
dea._ 111Sr-clscPC-ss°10------sZbasaiautigantua
iling dowtreateriettaa VI* At 30 yards we took Mein
have'tia41007-darkis;s;s'
sputtered: 'spurr,— ewesishould know. He watt
looked up to aae %Weeder , "Piet the drakes!" I said-,
We watched
-Jerked, Wheezed, and fought - - on' the schoolbus'-that-440w
moc.-aeks
cyclone
%eaiOii
'bearing
orr-wgreeli d
•
decided-to-tkr-stancTthe birds- have now
its way down the road thru the Year's Eve.
spot in the field. They circled a in the lead wave. I squeezed 'move. The willows where our
drifts. The one headlight only
left the- field. But they haven't
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND
'couple of times, pitched off about the same time Don
boat was hidden led to the left my memory, nor shall
reached about thirty feet A HAPPY NEW YEAR to
downwind and then settled in and Philip fired, and the initial
corner, and we motored they' in the seasons to come.
ahead. And the blizzard was each and all. May every single
for a feast. "There's our volley picked three ducks out
slowly into a veritable duck
growing worse. After what one of you enjoy a warm and
spot," Phil Sumner judged, of the flight. The birds flared
seemed like an eternity wonde?ful holiday season.
and Don and I' put up no off, we stayed on them, and
Npummmummtum llllllm
mamimmummommmummommemommuale
argument about his choice. when the feathers • settled we
Debris was thick on the had three drakes and two
- water in the corn rows, and widgeons in the bag. Not a bad
mysnotor kept getting bogged startaiitfilfirst flight of the
_up. Our progress was slow for day!
-Oh* 3013 yard--tr* to the low
Things were hot for another
, and the delay did little half hour. A second flight was
.s4sflQthe the anticipation that headed in but a drake mallard
flight of ducks caused. broke in front of them and
▪
And other mallards appeared hovered over the decoys
"g
from off the river, swooping before the others were in
and sailing and settling into range. The excitement was to
our _destination, and other muCtilor Don, who tumbled
*teas in the field.
•sel.
,the 'bird and scattered the
T BUCK — Freddie Joe Stone,13,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Birds took wing as we got rest.
Joe
Pat
Stone of Route 2, Hazel, shot his first deer, a butclose to their resting spot, and
A pair of widgeonsi zipped
Hwy.641 North
ton buck, recently during a youth hunt at Land Between
753443
a
we marked their dining room. by, and I downed one. Another
,uuIpunhIInhIInnsIIwIuInuuHNIsmiNaSMunusliIIusUnullmUnIuiwuSM
the
Lakes.
He
is
an
eighth
ss.
grader
A large clump of Johnson mallard
at
Southwest
Elemendrake
wanted
tary.
e
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Cain's, AMC,Jeep

I

- kat Neepitet
KILLED IN YOUTH HUNT - Beth Hooks, 12 daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Hooks, Coldwater Road, Murray,
killed this four point, 91,pound buck during the youth
hunt at Land Between the Lakes.
-

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Nooks Wheel Alignment

Specializing ia servking tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selessiess
410 N. ash
In The SOCISOR Perekeve
-- 7534779
mummoomm.

Thornton
Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service

I

2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

753-7404
II

a

We Appreciate Your Business
ssmummumummommommommummommummolmommommommummi

i

11 POINTER - Owen Norsworthy of Murray shot this
11
point built on opening day of the deer season recently.

RUN RUGGED WITH
INTERNATIONAt

SCOUT
4x4

SPORTING GOODS

Anything less
is ju.5t a car

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
. Sunday 1-6

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc

ilt

641 South
153-1372

Asking tine
The
water elevations
Changing so rapidly in this end
of the state have caused sport
fishing to slow down. Sauger
fishermen need a good current
to produce but too much is too
much! I understand the
failwaters on Barkley are
dropping approx. eight feet
this weekend and that is bad
also.
It will probably put the fish
close to the "deep side" ledges
for a few days so try to work
these areas first.
•
, Crappie are schooled pretty
good right now so maybe we
can'get a few days without a
bad wind and take some nice
fish.
The water temperature is
holding arouod 48 degrees and
this isn't too bad. Many school
fish - will feed heavily at this
temp. for several hours.
Hopefully the fresh input of
water from Tennnessee and
Alabama will bring some
threadfin shad our way. We
desperately need them!
I really did miss the white
bass run the last 2 years.

K

BUCKS BODY SHOP

The Ballard County wildlife
management area has had
some terrible hunting conditions this month but it is a
real boost for the small lakes
on the refuge. Flood waters
have covered blinds and
fields, washing the flood fof
the geese away and really
loivering the kill rate.
You have heard about some
good coming from a lot of bad,
well this is an example. The
flood waters will bring 'a new
supply of fish to these lakes as
well as fertile enriched water
to the established populations.
If you haven't fished any of
these state owned lakes,
please do, they can offer some
very fine fishing. It is almost
like Florida, Alabama and
ports of Geougia with the
gnarled cyprea.4 'trees stan-.
ding like ancient sentinels.
Check the regulations
before going- on any lake that
is state owned because they
are strict as they should be.
Merry Christmas
floppy Fishing!

753-5-142

Vlinmenlom.

Shipwash
Boat'N' Motor

Outboard IL Stern Orin Senrice
203E. Main

- s759-1872

We Sell

TKIECHRFT

and

Sportsmen:

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
, Hunting &fishing Licenses

900 Sycamore

641 Super Shell
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Tough Assignment
Racers Trying To Bounce Back At Memphis State
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - To
rebound from a disappointing
loss, one .place a team
DOESN'T want to play is
where Murray State will be
tonight - in Mid-South
Coliseum to face Memphis
State r an 8:05 p.m. game.
Racers, riding a twogame win streak prior to last
Thursday, crumbled in the
second half against Northeast
Louisiana and lost 67-57,
dropping their record to 2-7.
Now they must face a team
that finished 19-9 last season
and 8-6 in the tough Metro-7
Conference. There are,
though, a few things Murray
can be thankful for:
- Memphis State, judging
by its 4-4 start, doesn't to
appear to the team it was last
sea-son. The Tigers are coming
off a 109-91 loss to Dulte.
- Memphis State's leading
scorer last season, 6-8 senior

James Bradley, broke his
hand in a 81-89 loss to Southern
Mississippi and won't be
available against the Racers.
- Bradley and Rodney Lee,
a 6-6 forward, are the only
returnees from last year's
team. Bradley led the conference in rebounding last
season with a 10.7 average.
- The Tigers' center last
season, 6-10 super-leaper
Dennis Isbell, failed to make
the squad this year due to
academic problems. He
ranked second in the Metro-7
in rebounding in 1977-78 with a
9.5-a-game mark.
But the fact that Murray
must face Memphis State at
home doesn't help matters
any. The Tigers are 4-2 in their
cozy 11,200-seat arena.
And Murray State coach
Ron Greene must attempt to
rally his team after' its
uninspired final half against
Northeast Louisiana. -We're
going to have to play with

intensity for 40 minutes, not
just for a half," Greene said
following the loss.
Greene also revealed that
Roy Taylor, Murray's leading
scorer with a 15.4 points-agame average, may not
remain on the squad past
December
because
of
academic problems.
"There's still nothiag
definite," said Greene, ''but
things don't look good. We will
be hailing for a shooter if Roy
doens't make his grades."
The 6-5 senior held a 17average prior to the Northeast
Louisiana game, but played
just 10 minutes and scored
four points.
6-5 junior Keith Oglesby and
6-8 senior John Randall were
the brightest spots for Murray
Thursday. Oglesby hit 10-of-13
shots for 21 points, while
Randall played the entire
game and pulled down 12
rebounds,tops for both teamsge
Murray, after blistering the

nets at a 65.4 percent clip in has come in here has shot well
the first half, slumped to 36.4 above what they normally do.
m the second. Northeast That doesn't help any."
Louisiana, however, hit 54
percent of its second-half
The Racers will face
attempts and 5/ percent for Georgia Southern in the
the game.
Poinsettia
Classic
in
The Indians settled in a 1-3-1 Greenville, S.C., but on a date
zone defense most of the different from that listed on
second half and gave the the schedule. Originally set
Racers the outside shots - for Dec. 28-29, the tournament
ones they failed to hit when was moved to Dec. 27-28.
necessary.
Murray will play. the first
"We've been inconsistent night in a 9 p.m. game.
from the field almost every
Other teams in the event are
game," said Greene. "And to
add to that, every team that Furman and Yale.

Merray-fitesephis State
4:05 p.a., 161-Seet94
Probable Starters
Murray(14)
katb Oglesby
Alen Mame
Ube Saida
Rey Taylor
David Leary

d

U
if
se

bt arri
6-5 11.11
6-6 6.1
64 111.0
6-5 15.4
4.0
5-11

litasabis St.(4-4)
Tony Rees
Reilasy Lee
Teeny Lowery
Otis leases
Kevin helm

Eagles, Falconsattie Sunday
- By the Associated Press
ATLANTA - Atlanta
Falcon Coach Leeman Bennett says there's not much left
to hide by now, so he wasn't
bothered that a large number.
of guests were watehthg his
team practice.
Both sides know by now

halfback
Wilbert
Montgomery, who averaged 4.7
yards per carry in rolling up
1,220 yards during the regular
season, the Falcons will
probably also have trouble
stopping the Ron Jaworski-toHarold Carmichael pass
connection.

and scored himself on a 2-yard 76-yard Navy drive and cut
run around left end.
BYU's lead to 16-10 late in the
.
But that was it for BYU as third quarter.
the Navy defense started
/
2
Tata s
21
28-yarder
controlling the flow of the minutesNioto the final period
game.
made it 1b43. Then LeszcFullback Kevin Tolbert ran zynski's touchdown pass put
4 yards for a score to finish a Navy ahead for '...first time,

two minutes later.
Tata capped the Middies'
scoring with a 27-yard field
goal midway through the final
period.
Navy finished with a 9-3
record, and BYU finished at 9-,.
4.

John Randall attempts to shoot after grubbily • eibusd egoist two Northeast Louisiana
players in last Thursday's loss to the Indians. lasing mai Illasiwy
attempt to improve upon a
2-7 record when they face Memphis State at Mid-South Colisovm an 1105 p.m. contest tonighL
Staff photo by TOD) WII-54)L

•
Navy Tops Brigham
Young
.

.-ny KEN PETERS—

-Philadelphia Eagles are going:: nearly a foot taller than most
DIEGO'
Bob -Les-z-PS
4C
-ReSigniV27- SAWAD
to try to do Sunday_afternoon—af -the--opposing defensive
•
czynski hit Phil McConkey
backs.
But
.5-10
cornerback
in a nationally televised
with a 65-yard' scoring pass
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - former President Gerald Ford the Sun Company.
match of National conference Rolland Lawrence says the
and Bob Tata kicked three
here,
in
ceremonies
during
the
Falcon
secondary
has
a
plan
Leroy Kemp, three-time
wild-card playoff teams in
EMORY, Va. (AP)- After field goals Friday night as
Atlanta Stadium. The only to get Carmichael's attention. .NCAA wrestling champion first East-West All-Star only one season in which
he Navy downed Brigham Young
wrestling
meet.
throw
"They'll
high," from the University of
question is which National
reCorl,
Jerry
posted
a
2-7
Kirk
University 23-16 in the
Kemp, 22, of Chardon, Ohio,
Wisconsin, was presented an
Football League team will Lawrence predicted. "I
has resigned as h(s.zi football inaugural Holiday Bowl
is
the
first
recipient
of
the
would,
too,
if
I
were
throwing
award Friday as the outsucceed.
coach and also as \athletic college football game.
"We've got nothinG Wtide against a bunch of Munchkins standing US. wrestler in award, selected by AAU director at Emory & Henry
The Midshipmen trailed 16-3
national
wrestling
coaches.
us.
But
he
like
still
this
late
"
isiVt
gonna
international competition.
stage," Benhett
at
College
and
has
been
sucearly
in the third period, but
The
award is sponsored by
said Friday. -The Eagles like it. He's going to have to
The award was presented by
ceeded by one of his turned the game around after
know what We're going to try contend with everybody. I
assistants, Larry L. Bales.
that. Field goals of 28 and 27
to do. We've just got to do it."
won't be going against him
yi-rds in the final quarter
Basketball
time.
But
wherever
every
he
Bennett said he has a pretty
brought,
them back from a 16Kirk,
who
had
been
with
the
good idea of what the Eagles goes, he's gonna get hit."
three periods.
college only since last,July.1, 10 deficit
Lawrence says he thinks
have to offer as well.
Pirate Holiday Chime
Colleges
The
in the first bowl
trium"pll
will
step
down
Dec.
31,
Geor/ge Washington 96, Catholic a
Championing
"The key is stopping their Carmichael, who caught 55
game matchin4\
the Western
President
Armstrong St 107, NC.Greensbor., 68
Thomas
F.
Chilcote
Tulsa 69, N.E. Okla. 63
passes
for
1,072
yards and
running game,"- he said. "If
Consolation
ADO TOURNAiltEPT5
Athletic Conference champion
announced
Friday
night.
He
, we don't...."
eight touchdowns during the
Earlham 71, Webber BO
Myles Ttninainant
announced simultaneously the against an at-large tlfilln Was
Dint Rival
•
If they don't .stop thelik_gs 91 se_asou, will__Jo.se his appetite._.
-Daylealk Melds
appointment of Bales, an Navy's first bowl victory since
Prall
Tearameat
Emory & Henry graduate who the Middies beat Rice in the
Boys.
Ara Illamad
Lincoln Co 89 Boyle Co 67
has been with the college since 1958 Cotton Bowl.
Heidelberg SI, Mt. Union 73
Wayne Co al Burgin 64
MD* COW Tourney
BYU took a 3-0 lead in the
1977. '
Patrick
62
Maysville
Si,
Ohl°
85,
Ripley
This linnid
Disiellind,Center
first
quarter on a 33-yard field
Co.
52
Grayson
West
Hardin
62.
Southern University 80, Allen 58
Williamsburg 84, Wynn, Tenn. 75
Emory & Henry is a by Brent Johnson. Tata tied it
Arizona 107, New Mexico 88
11
Lou Male 72 McCreary Co 59
ADD TOURNAMENTS
Cor
Division III member of the in the second period, however,
PIONEER'
"
Ur
Central City 58 Trigg Co 51
- Lake Share Classic
NCAA.
Eminence
Stereo Specialists ,
88 Harrodsburg 54
with a 40-yard kick.
C—'
Maysirtlle 95 Lex Henry Clay 84
Eckerd 76
Xavier-"c.
Oldham

Friday

Sunset Boulevard. Music

Jim McMahan _witIts10-yard touchdown pass
heiped, the_ f",, iigars .ta_ a_ 1-3 -tehie-Chroniater:
The Cougars made it 16-3 in
lead later in the quarter,when
he marched them 84 yards to a the third quarter when
McMahon led a 60-yard drive.
score. He capped the drive

All Types 8 Sizes
Put A Bang Sparkle 8 Wizz in your
CHRISTMAS 8 NEW YEARS

LONGVION
ONESTOP
1 '/S miles east of Paris Landing Bridge, TN U
S 79, 1st stop on right.

Open 9a.m. to9p.m.
Phone 615-232-6801

Co 101 Henry Co 67
Phelps 71 tonere WVa 86

OP

1‘,
Jolly good greetings for a heart'
happy holiday from Santa,
his fleetfooted team and us.
We thank art
and hope they will enloy a
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-Clessalaillilli
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I-Yon Co 73 Crittenden Co 67
Grant Co Uri Tea
Cbsopierel.
Grant Co n re Thos Highlands 68
Campaittesi
Coy Holy Crass 77 Pendleton Co *
einCo Tee
nab
Bethlehem
81 E Hardin 64
Barns
LaRue Co 83 St Romuald 64
Campbellsville Ira
aiimpleasidp
Taylor Co 87 CampbelLwille 65
Pileville lavit Tea
Semifinals
- Nelson Co 54 Pikeville 51
Leiria Co butt Tea
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Tolleaboro 911 Merstee Co 79
Lewis Co. 81, Raceland,56
Girls
Tompkinsville 53 Gamakel 43
Apoli4 Ten
Chatispiesship
Apollo 54 Hancock Co 45
Connobstion
Deviant Co 46 (thorn Catholic 44
Salt River Tr'
Ctampionshp
Rands Bethlehem 63 Spencer Co 77
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MISS YOUR PAPfR?

(

Subscribers who hove lint
received their home delivered
copy of The Mocnry ledger I
rinses by 530 ism Monday
Friday or

by 3:30 p.m

ori Sew.

days ere reed to cell 753 144

Jim Fain
"Motors'--810 Sycamore

Jim Edwards
Jim fain
David Garrett
Ronnie Creen
Les Workman

Sammy Bradshaw
Rad Meredith
Ed Parker
rutty Watt'
Jim Summer

753-0632

betas*, 5:30 p.m mod 6

pm.,

Mowery Friday, of
30 p.m:
end 4 p.m. Saturdays. to insure
"3.'11 # fft4 atielPer• cdl..;, be placed lake p
week!

"Remember?
Always laughing and joking.
Coached the baseball team last spring.
Prided himself on being able to do anything-.4
wish he were here now.- •
two
Fred was killed by careless,ness
weeks ago when the -TV antenna he was
installing came in contact with an overhead
power line.

West Ky. Rural Electric
- Cooperative Corporation

days or 4 p.m. Sorttudayi fit
pissirmihi* delivery.
-

4
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Neva4a-Las_Vegas Edges Middle Tennessee

Wildcats Fall To Texas A&M In UKIT's First Round
By the Associated Press
Texas A&M's dramatic 73-61
upset of Kentucky might have
been a dream come true for
Aggie Coach Shelby Metcalf.
except that he had never
dreamed of it in the first
place.
"I've never haci--a bigger
I never thought I
wotid ever see Rupp 'Arena,
lit lone win over Kentucky
ierk," the veteran Aggie
koach said Friday night.
'Torrid shooting by Vernon
Smith, who destroyed Kentucky's zone defense in the
'..second half, and alert
defensive play by Tyrone
Ladson advanced the 17thranked Aggies to tonight's
final of the University of
Kentucky Invitational
Tournament_
Texas A&M,9-1, faces No. 15
Illinois, 84, a 64-61 upset
victor over No. 8 Syracuse in
Friday's first round. No. 11

Kentucky, 3-2 and playing in
its consolation round for the
first time since 1957, battles
the Orangemen, 6-1, in
tonight's preliminary.
Smith, who sank 14 of his
game-high 22 points down the
stretch, nailed two straight
jump shots to break a 66-66 tie
and give the Aggies a 70-66
lead with 1:50 to go. But, with
the Aggies clinging to a 71-69
lead, he missed a free throw
with 16 seconds remaining and
gave Kentucky another
chance.
ft was then that Ladsnn
stripped Kyle Macy of the ball
at Kentucky's foul -line and
drove for the clinching layup.
"We couldn't handle them
man to man and Smith shot
over our zone with uncanny
accuracy from the corner,"
said Kentucky Coach Joe Hall.
-The press bothered us right
at the last and caused us to
lose our lead and that's about

111-fbr the Aggies, who shot 56
the stur).
-I compliment Texas Aikar---"pereout from the field. Macy
for a real fine effort on hostile led Kentucky with 15. Chiick
ground against the good Alekainas added 14, I.:aVon
support of our fans They kept WMIxims 13 and Truman
their poise and really played Claytor 10, but the Wildcats'
well. They shot the ball in the cold shooting — 42 percent —
hole when they had to and they continued.
Rob Judson canned four free
certainly deserved to win."
David Britton scored 20 throws in the last 20 seconds
points and Rynn Wright added as the Illini staved off

Syracuse in, a defensive
struggle.
Derek Holcomb, who held
Syracuse's 6-foot-11 Roosevelt
Howe to 13 points, combined
with Neil Bresnahan for 23
rebounds and helped Illinois to
43-33 rebounding advantage
over the taller Orangemen,
"Holcomb helped us a lot
inside," said Illini Coach Lou

Henson. "He did a good job on
Boute, who is going to be a
high draft choice. We were
very fortunate to be ahead at
the end. Our players showed a
lot of courage, particularly
Judson, when he stepped up
and hit the deciding fret
throws...Considering
the
opposition, this was one of our
better games."

Modell Says Swipe Unwarranted
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
CLEVELAND — Cleveland
Browns owner Art Modell said
that a newsletter circulated to
players, of the 28 National
Football League teams has
taken an unwarranted swipe
at him.
Check-Off, a newsletter of
the NFL Players Association,
printed an article which

implied Mat Modell, who also
owns the Cleveland Stadium
Corp., has made huge profits
while the city of Cleveland has
been suffering through a
financial crisis.
The newsletter pointed out
that the city received only
$50,000 instead of the $1.5
million
Modell's Stadium
Corp. pays to lease the
stadium, to cover bond debts

Pass Or Run?-Two Theories
•To Collide in Tangerine Bowl
be featured over the ChristTrocano, who started for
mas weekend, with No. 8
hall a season as a freshman
Matt
when
Arkansas facing No. 15 UCLA
year
last
Cavanaugh was injured, in the Fiesta Bowl in Tempe,
Ariz., and No. 17 Purdue
really came into his own this
playing Georgia Tech in the
Its an academic point, ot year. "He's a fine quarCoach
Bowl in Atlanta.
Peach
Pitt
says
terback,"
course, but those different
offensive qualities will be Jackie Sherrill.
In action Friday night,
Scott Smith. the North
dramatically underscored
Bob Leszczynski
quarterback
is
tonight when 16th-ranked Pitt Carolina State quarterback,
McConkey with a 65Phil
hit
Trocano's
in
not
reputedly
meets North Carolina State in
yard scoring pass and Bob
the Tangerine Bowl in class as a passer, but gets the Tata kicked three field goals
ways.
other
in
done
job
Orlando, Fla.
"Scott is a leader." notes as Navy beat Brigham Young
Pitt favors the pass. and
Bo Rein. "He did the University 23-16 in the
Coach
North Carolina State banks on
best job I've ever seen on the inaugural Holiday Bowl in San
the run.
Diego. The Middies trailed 16The Panthers are led by third-and-three and third3 early in the third period
,
plays."
our
andf
flamboyant
a
Trocano,
Rick
game
The Tangerine Bowl was before turning the
cquarterback who passed for
around.
games
bowl
three
of
one
season.
this
yards
1.466
The Sun Bowl battle
The Wolfpack relies on a today. Earlier, No. 13
featured a rare duel of leftTexas
14
No.
played
Maryland
by
led
attack
running
strong
ils
j
44-Lk=lieflahi--61 marytah
- 0
14o. ii—Misiouri 0710
-up 1,314 yards this year to Texas, and -;
-•--- • •
• impeove higyour-year rushing met LSU in the Liberty Jewti----Ahrklicilatha
was
O'llare,
who
total to 4,602 — fourth best onin Memphis,Tenn.
Maryland's
sevends-steing
will
bowl
moee
Two
games
the NCAA's all-time list.
By. the Associated Press
The pass or the run — which
the more potent college
football weapon".

quarterback in his first year
on the team, finally moved up
the long ladder and became
No. 1 this year, passing for
1,388 yards — the most in the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
O'Hare is a veteran compared to McBath, who started
the final game of Texas'
season, leading the Longhorns
to a 22-7 victory over Texas
A&M. If McBath cannot get
the Longhorn ground game
going, he will be replaced by
Randy McEachern, a righthander who is a better passer.
Missouri is led by the
passing of sophomore Phil
Bradley, who has gained 1,780
yards through the air and
connected for 12 touchdowns.
LSU has a powerful running
me led
Charles—
exaOLT wh& iTired foi
1..172 . yards this ,
finished fourth in the Heilman
Trophy voting.

and taxes during the first four
y ears of the contract.
Check-Off also said, "If that
isn't enough, the poor
Cleveland Indians have to pay
Modell $250,000 a year, which
is five times the amount he
has paid the near-bankrupt
city."
Modell, through a letter sent
by his general counsel, Janes
Bailey, to Ohio Magazine —
which originally printed the
called the article
story
grossly inaccurate and totally
misleading.
HOCKEY
MOSCOW — The Soviet
Union and Czechoslovakia tied
3-3 in the final game of the
lzvestia Hockey Tournament,
giving the Soviets a narrow
victory in the final standings.
Both teams won three
games and tied one for seven
points each. But the Soviets
won on goal differential. The
Soviet Union had 22 goals for
and seven against while the
Czechs scored 18 goals and

allowed 11.
Idle Canada finished third in
the tournament while Sweden
defeated Finland 4-1 for fourth
place.
TENNIS
SYNDEY, Australia —
Sherwood Stewart ousted topseeded Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina 6-2, 7-6 and
Australia's John AleTander
defeated countryman Allan
Stone 6-2, 6-2 in the quarterfinals of the $230,000 New
South Wales Open tennis
tournament.
SKIING
GORA,
KRANJSKA
Swedish
—
Yugoslavia
superstar Ingemar Stemnark
captured his second World
Cup event within 24 hours,
winning the final giant slalom
race of 1978.
Stenmark's combined time
of 2 minutes, 28.51 seconds
over two heats easily beat
secondplace Peter Luescher
of Switzerland, who was
clocked at 2:29.91.

"We did not lose the game
defensively; we just didn't
shoot well 143 percent)," said
Syracuse Coach Jim Boeheim.
"It was very hard for us to get
the all inside. We knew it was
going to be a slow game. They
work the ball around a lot and
you just can't speed them up."
In other games involving the
nation's ranked teams, No. 3
UCLA defeated Fordham 9544
as Roy Hamilton scored 20
points; No. 6 North Carolina
edged Cincinnati 62-59 behind
,a 21-point performance by
David Colescott and No. 18
NevaciaLas Vegas beat Middle
Tennessee 95-83 behind Eddie
McLeod's 15 points in an
opening-round game of the
Rebel Roundup Tournament
in Las Vegas. Nebraska won
the • other opening-round
contest by beating California-
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Santa Barbara 75-55.
Elsewhere, l'ulane beat
Penn State 54-50 as Carte
Zuniga scored 12 points and
Dayton trimmed Florida State
97-80 behind Jim Paxson's 25
the Dayton
points in
Mississippi
Invitational.
tripped Loyola of Chicago 8375 as John Stroud scored 32
points and Illinois State beat
Northern Illinois 71-60 on Del
Yarbrough's 28 points in the
Illinois State Holiday Festival.
Also, Bert Bertelkamp and
Terry Crosby hit clutch free
throws with four seconds left
to clinch Tennessee's 73-68
victory over San Jose State in
the Cable Car Classic. In the
other opening-round game,
Nick Galls set a tournament
record with 48 points to lead
Seton Hall over host Santa
Clara 79-68.
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Blanton Testifies For 2 Hours
Before Grand Jury On Friday
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By CARL MANNING
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)After spending two hours with
a federal grand jury and
meeting briefly with reporters, Gov. Ray Blanton left the
pardon-selling scandal behind
hun to spend the Christmas
holiday with his family.
Blanton, who leaves office
Jan. 20, testified Friday
before the grand jury - one
week after two assistants and
a veteran Tennessee Highway
Patrol officer were arrested
by FBI agents, who charged
the trio with extortion and
conspiracy to exchange
pardons and paroles for cash.
The , governor, who hired
former Watergate prosecutor
James 'Neal as his lawyer,
later told reporters at his
Capitol office he will re-issue
all of the nearly 600 pardons
and commutations calleti into

les

question by a Chancery Court
ruling this week.
Arrested Dec. 15 were T.
Edward Sisk, 38, Blanton's
legal counsel; Charles Ben- son, 33, an extradition officer
under Sisk; and Lt. Charles F.
Taylor, 40, a 15-year Highway
Patrol veteran. Sisk and
Benson resigned Monday.
Taylor, a hanger-on in the
governor's office assigned as
a driver for Blanton's brother,
Gene, was suspended without
pay hours after his arrest. All
three men are free on bond.
Arriving 25 minutes late for
his grand jury appearance,
Blanton was greeted by a
pushing-and-shoving crowd of
reporters and cameramen as
he emerged from his black
limousine.
Smiling, he waded through
the horde and said, "I want to
wish you a Merry Christmas,"
and asked reporters waiting

-a

Lawrence E. Lamb.. M.D.

outside the grand jury, door, eats not approved.
"How are you felias today?"
Lavender, who was not
At his office, Blanton said to arrested, was quoted in an
the best of his recollection, he FBI affidavit as saying he
By Lawrence Lamb,-M.D.
abdominal muscles won't
had personally passed on ail—regularly signed pardons and
help if you have an accumuthe pardons and com- reprieves brought to him by
DEAR DR. LAMB - lation of fat inside the abdoWould you please send me a men. That is where the diet
mutations in question, but he
Sisk.
program of exercises for becomes important along
would re-issue them to allay
In his first meeting with
overweight and for better with the exercise.
fears of some already
reporters since the arrests,
posture? I am 40 years old
A lot of people have troureleased that they might be
and need help with both. I ble with round shoulders.
Blanton read a statement in
returned to prison.
am 5 feet 6, a female and I 'The shoulders roll forward
which he said he has nothing
Ken Lavender, Blanton's to hide.
think I should weigh some- and create poor posture..
appointments secretary, was
where in the 130s. Some- There are two sets of mus"I answered all questions on
times I rant get my breath. cles involved. The muscles
authorized to affix Blanton's
all subjects that they asked
I hope you can help me.
over the front of the chest
signature as directed to ofme to iiniwer on completely
DEAR READER - The may contract and help to roll
ficial documents shortly after
and fully and I will be willing
type of exercises a person the shoulders forward.
the governor took office in
should do depends upon Those over the back between
to answer them in the future,"
1975.
what his goal is. For weight
the shoulder blades may
Blanton said of his grand jury
But Chancellor Robert S. appearance.
losing I think there is no weaken and not really court,
better exercise for the ma- teract the action of the muse
Brandt ruled Wednesday
Brushing aside reporters'
jority of people than walk- cles on the front of the chest:
evidence in the parole-sales
questions, Blanton left the
ing. The secret is to walk
It follows that you need to
case indicated Lavender had
Capitol to spend the Christmas
enough and to do it regularly do two things - stretch the
signed some which Blanton
holiday at his home in
every day.
muscleikwer the front of the
A person who weighs 150 chest and strengthen those
Adamsville, where his parents
pounds and walks a mile and between the shoulder
are celebrating their 50th
a half a day will use the blades.
wedding anniversary. Press
amount of calories in about
One of the best exercises!
SANTA PARADE --- A Christmas play "Santa Claus
secretary Jim Gilchrist said
10 pounds of body fat in the knew to stretch the museks
Blanton plans to go to Texas Parade" was the final activity of an English unit for fourcourse of a year. Walking over the front of the chestis
next week for his annual th graders at Carter Elementary in Murray. Student
fast or slow doesn't matter, to put your hands on each
it's the distance that counts. side of the door jam while
hunting trip.
teacher Debbie Thompson, working with regular fourAlso, it doesn't matter if you you are standing in an open
"Signs Everywhere" will be
Lavender also testified
th grade teacher, Louise Overby, taught the unit. Two
walk a half mile three times doorway. Now lean forwarti
the subject of the sermon by
Friday, but refused to comyoungsters below are shown in a segment from the
a day, or one and a half while keeping the hands ap
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, ment on what he told the
play. Playing Santa is Chip Adams and Ronnie King pormiles once a day. Those who the door jam. This stretchet
trances Drake
pastor of the First Christian
grand jurors during his twotrays the policeman. Students presented the play to
are in shape for it and are the muscles across the
Church, at the 10:45 a.m.
hour session with them.
other third and fourth graders at the school.
healthy can gradually build chest. You should position
FOR TUESDAY,DECEM- SCORPIO
worship services on Sunday,
up to jogging.
your hands at different levBy ILlye Peebits
Photo
(Oct. 23 to•Nov. 21) nt'e/ti Dec. 24. His scripture will be
I can't give you a complete els because this will stretch
BER 24, 1978
Today, you're apt to be the from Luke 2:1-20.
set of exercises for posture different segments of the
What kind of day will
in the space of this column. muscles across the chest. '
center of attention. Accent the
tomorrow be? To find out what
The Chancel Choir, directed
But I think the two most
It's hard to find good exercharming word rather than by Margaret Porter
the stars say read the forecast
with
important
areas are the ab- cises to strengthen the musthe
unusual
in
behavior
for Maxine Clark as organist, will
given for your birth Sign.
domen and the shoulders. If cles between the shoulder
your best impression.
sing the anthem, "Were You
you can avoid a large, sagg- blades. The spring devices
SAGITTARIUS
ARIES
ing middle and maintain that are available are useThere On That Christmas
(Nov.
22
to
Dec. 21) ef440
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
good strong abdominal mus- ful. You can hold those beYou may want to save some Night."
The outcome of unexpected
cle tone, that will do a lot to tween your two hands and
Underwood
Lyle
will
be
cusations, but said the in- own Market News Service. maintain your posture for stretch them "to work the
By DON KENDALL
time to catch up with unfinancial developments will be
vestigation could not-settle the Bergland is expected to be the body.
AP Farm Writer
finished .tasks. Inner, peace worship leader with Tracey
to your advantage,so don't get
muscles between the.shoutThe chief exercise aids in der blades.
makes you content to forego Eldredge and Amy Roos as
WASHINGTON (AP) - question of whether there is called before the Senate and
touchy if confronted with a
candle lighters. Greeters will
If you were going to an
center stage.
House agriculture committees maintaining good abdominal
Agriculture Secretary Bob price Manipulation.
surprise.
be Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells.
CAPRICORN
Bergland said the report early next year to testify muscle tone are the sit-up exercise gym,there is equipBergland says he is "terribly
.TAURUS
exercises and the various ment there that you could
Elders serving will be
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 19) id
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
uneasy" about the way beef ''does suggest that there are about beef pricing.
types of leg-lift exercises. I use. Finally, I would encourJames
Allbritten
Rudy
and
You'll want to use this day to
In addition, Rep. Neal am sending you The Health age a general, sensible
prices are set daily by a opportunities in the marketing
Unusual
behavior
by
calstrengthen old friendships and Del Fleming. Elmer Collins, handful of meat paskees,_ system
'price Smith, D-Iowa, chairman of Letter number 3-7, Girth .
for
someone close may be linked
IniiVnent-raWitijoif-fillofdlitriThe7-741g
pleasahrhttprINO ffir15'_ to.foto new ortaritoirainIfe- EldredgeBettY'Gam -- befikrrliaAefreW
g
opportunities await party- Norman Hale, and Leon Smith services.
works for you. Go along, act
Critics say the market news Committee, is continuing his Middle,ste. give you more ferent muscles of the body
will setve as deacons. Faye . While no wrongdoing
•
goers. - surprised,
and
enjoy
'fiiis services, Which -rely . on inVestigaticin into how the beef information on these exer- and developing your overallAQUARIUS ..
za Austin will be in charge of the' been documented, Berland voluntary reporting of sales market works and is expected cises. Other readers who body strength.
•togetherness.
want this issue can send 50
Good posture is also re(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "b""'...
nursery.
GEMINI
said the current system raises by packers and others, usually to offer legislation calling for cents with a long, stamped, lated
to good habits. That
A social situation has
The flowers on the corn- the possibility of prices
(May 21 to June 20) 1/116
9
1'
that
not
supervision.
prices
quote
are
federal
tighter
being
self-addressed envelope for means learning to keep your
unexpected
business
overwill
table
munion
be
in
Help that arrives in the nick
it to me in care of this abdomen in, learning tO
manipulated by the large representative of the national
tones. By all means, accept an memory of Muke and Eunice
of time from an unlikely
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, keep your shoulders back
picture.
operators.
invitation from higher ups to Overbey and Muriel Hale
source enables you to finish
Radio City Station, New and avoiding the tendency to
Wholesale beef traders use
"I'm not satisfied with
join them in their activities. Varey by the family.
York, NY 10019.
today's duties with aplomb. If
slump.
business
doing
of
methods
two
this," Bergland said in a yearPISCES
Of course, exercising the
Christmas memorials will end review. "I don't
tired, rest.
involving
a
one
X
think
the
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 10)
CANCER
be for Mrs. Willie Decker,
the
Attending cultural events Kelly Forrester, Bill Graham, public interest is being "negotiated" price and
(June 21 to July 22)
"formula"
price.
-other
a
protected.
I
don't
the
think
should provide special joy and and James C. Williams, Jr.
An exciting and unexpected
When the price is settled by
Winford. Claiborne will be
producers are being protected
lead tot greater closeness
meetiog
has
romantic
Sunday School for all ages nor the consumer."
bargaining,
is
a
advance
it
the
speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
between loved ones. Travel will be at 9:30 a.m., and
'possibilities: Be open to new
the
Bergland has made the negotiated price. But when it and 5 p.m..worship services on
has
an
unusual
twist.
avenues of entertainment and.
Christmas Eve communion wholesale beef
pricing system is to be determined from- a Sunday, Dec. 24, at the
turn the unusual to your ad• service will be at 8 p.m. -on a top priority item for
review price published for the University Church of Christ.
YOU
BORN
TODAY
have
a
vant,age.
Sunday.
product on a specified future Members and visitors note the
and
hopes
to
make
•
flair
for
recomboth
business
and
art.
LEO.
mendations to -Congress by date by a specified market change' of time for Sunday
You care excel in real estate,
(July 23 to Aug. 72)
next spring on how it should be news service, it is considered evening.•
banking, and manufacturing. McBrayer Names Office
Others touch your, feelings
Those assisting in the
a formula price.
Your ability to organize and to
improved.
By Abigail Van Buren
Unexpected
published
--Who-Yellow
Sheet,
serviees-will-be-Se
SCEin
nie-Beeler---;
perspeet
Heditielleiteve-Agrar
v
e
ntture
Congeniality at home provides
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- Department task
makes you a good leader.
force soon by The NAtional Provisioner Leroy Eldridge, W. H. Brooks,
the right setting for furthuring
Former state commerce will "go to the field with
However,
your
best
success
as Inc., Chicago, is the leading George Gallagher, James
romantic interests.
Terry many hearings as are market news service. Two Feltner, J. T. Page, and Keith
comes when you're motivated commissioner
VIRGO
by an ideal. When inspired, McBrayer on Friday an- necessary" to gather in- others used to lesser extent Hays.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72)
others
readily follow your nounced the Jefferson County formation about the system, are the Meat Sheet, published
Rob Gingles, Larry Dunn,
•
A late present or card may
lead, for some- of your officers for his Democratic which has been widely in Elmhurst, Ill., and USDA's Bob Melugin, James Lawson,
bring special joy to you. Get in
motivation seems to rub off on gubernatorial bid next year.
J H. Nix, Vernon Gantt, Hamp
- criticized.
Much with those at a distance
DEAR ABBY: Youranswer to that woman whose hut's
'
.
McBrayer told a newsW. Brooks, Sherrill Gargus, - band let the pet cockatoo fly loose in the house was the pail
A USDA investigative
who would be happy to bear_ -them. Though idealistic, your
1934,
Baines
Lyndon-.
In
head is not in the douds, for -- conference -that A. Wallace' -report released Dec. 12 said
and Larry Wright will serve If the husband refused to clean up after the bird, you shoula
from you.
you're able to make practical "Skip" Grafton Jr. will be his the "formula pricing" of beef Johnson, later to become The Lord's Supper.
have told her to dolt. But to facetiously suggest that she
UBRA
your vision. You can make Louisville-Jefferson County that has Bergland so uneasy president, married Claudia
Nursery supervisors will be leave the window open. buy a cat, or let you know if shi
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
"Ladybird" Taylor.
any artistic venture pay off in chairman. Circuit Court Clerk often is based on
Judy Fitts, Evelyn Wallis, wants a good recipe for stewed cockatoo on toast showed Lot
daily reports
Somebody could surprise
cash.
Birthdate
of:
Mao
Paulie
TseMiller
was
named
Allene Evans, Stacey Curd, insensitivity that was unlike you, Abby.
that
cover
less than 2 percent
you with a forgotten memento,
Don't you realize that some people have absolutely 4
Lung, Communist leader; campaign
committee
Ignace Paderewski, Polish Lillian Gilbert, and Sharon
of
the
actual
or you could get the urge to
cattle
sense of humor and might take you seriously?
Steve Allen, musician; and chairman, and Sheriff Joe
•:.
buy a new year's gift for a
slaughtered in the United pianist and statesman, made Steele.
Please revise your answer, or I'll tell Doris Day on you,
Richard Widniark, actor.
Greene was named to head the States.
his New York debut in CarBible Study will be at 9:30
loved one.
• BIRD LOVER IN A URO
organization committee.
a.m.
The report made no ac- negie Hall in 1891.
DEAR BIRD LOVER: Consider it revised.'I've eaten
BEETLE BAILEY
lot of crow in my day, but I swear I've never tasted stew
BUT I JUST
WELL,
DEAR, I A*1
GOLLY, ALL I
cockatoo. I was only kidding, but I should not have been do
WANTED TO DO
YOU'RE NOT!!
WANTED TO
GOING TO
flip about a subject. as aeries&
GO TO...
W,A6 GO TO BED
birds.
A better suggestion would hive been to simply return the
.!
bird to the pat shop.
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Answer to Friday's Punk
7 Paramount
DEAR ABBY: Please print this before the next
Crawls
8
1 Poker stake
•
touchdown.
Italian cur9
A
UU
5 Conducted
Our son plays football for a major university, He's a star
rency
,
8 Coagylate •
and we're very proud of him.
10 Egg-shaped
•
12 Tidings
Mae), friends and relatives w,ant to see "tinny play, so
11 Girl's nick13 Time gone
.,:name
they ask us to get them tickets. Proud Papa gets the tickets,
by
which he pays for out of his own pocket. Meanwhile,
14 year
19 Com-pass pt
delighted friends and relatives assume that Proud Papa gets
15 Honk
21 Dreadful
a dozen or so freebies per game.
16 Male turkey 23 Backbone
Not so! Parents get only two complimentary tickets for
17 Eons
24 Limb
each game_ How can we handle this awkward situation'
18 Mad
25 Wreath
gracefully?
20 Paragons
.26 flarvest god22 Symbol for
PROUD PARENTS
dess
tellurium
27 Minister
23 Cut
DEAR PARENTS: When you're tackled for tickets don't
28 Cloth meas•
24 Agave
hesitate to say that you have no freebies to give them, but
ure
27 Scarcest
you'll gladly get the tickets if they'll pay for them.
-38 Preposition 42 Gaelic
31 Corded cloth 29 Ocean
39 Half: Prefix
Repast
43
Cover
30
32 Glisten
DEAR-ABBY: Can you stand just one more letter about
44 Bustard'
40 Servant
33 Zodiac sign 32 Quarrel
'chasity belts? Legend has it that a young knight was preparUnusual
45
Heraldic
'41
Fur
wraps
35
34 Squandered
ing to g9 off to the crusades. He kissed his lovely young wife
48 Beam.
36 Steady
- bearing
36 Strike
and locked her into her chasity belt, as wasthe custom in
.37 Friction —
those days.
5 6
3
7
4
38 Pronoun
Thenthe.knight tailed on his best friend and said."Here
39 Even
14
12
13
is the key to my wit''s chastity belt. Keep it. And if I am not
42 Captivate_
IIII
back in seven days you will know I'm dead, so please unlock
15
17
1
46 Nobleman
6 11
my wife so she can marry again."
47 Sin
I
19
IS
70 21
With that, the knight galloped'off to do battle. He vva
49 — ray
gone only two hours when he was overtaken by his friend
50 Distalce
measure,
who came charging after hint in a cloud of dust, shouting
28 WI30
25 26
27
5% Ethiopian
"You gave me the wrong key!"
.
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to urge parents to set good examples for their children to
follow."
You would .4io-auoil-to .liencl-over backwards to urge
parents to heed the words of George Bernard Shaw:
•
"II you must hold yourself up to your children as an object
lesson, hold -yourself tip as a WARNING and not,as an MCAMPLE."
ARTHUR H.PRINcE
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One (1 i Used Caterpillar 1)8 Tractor, Sirs; 77V02369,
as is where is, for cash to the highest bidder at the
Whayne Supply Company, 23rd 81 Greenup Streets,
Ashland,Kentucky,on Friday, December 29, 1978 at
10:00 a.m. i local time 1. Seller reserves the right to
•
-bid.
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Notice of Legal Sale
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ENOUGH LIFT TO GET A
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A Public Meeting is scheduled on Tuesday, January 23, 1979, at 7:00 P.M. at the Special Education B
at Murray State University in Murray, Kentucky to once again afford all interested persons and those affected
by the proposed roadway improvements of Main Street(KY 94) in Murray (Project No.SP 18-4103-4L, S 328
4,from approximately 400 feet west of 16th Street to 6th Street, a distance of approximately 1.193 miles) an
opportunity to become fully informed about the prOposed project. Said persons are encouraged to attend and
express their views on the Highway Design features, including social, economic, environmental and other effects of alternate designs.
The proposed project provides for the reconstruction of Main Street between 16th Street and 6th Street to provide a four lane urban section including 4-12 foot driving lanes, 4 foot median, curbs and gutters, sidewalks,

--...4pdium_MOumaist.12th andlatt Streets._
47egative Nairn-Won Enirirohm
/
11
Stateineik as piWreaTy'fieepiiiiiiiireTrarispolGifon and
concurredin by.tbe Federal Highway AdminkIration,is available for pilhlic inspection and copying In.the

washer

-PR FCC'
refriger
$1 50.
refriger
0762.

Department of Transportation, Bureau of Highways District Office at Reidland, Kentucky.
Detailed plans of the project are on display from 8:00 A.M.to 4:30 P.M. daily for public review in the District
Office at Reidland, Kentucky.
Maps, drawings, toe Negative Declaration Impact Statement and other pertinent information developed by
the Department of Transportation and written views received from local, state and federal agencies and other
public officials will be reviewed and discussed by the Department representatives at the Public Meeting, and
will be available for inspection and copying. The procedure and schedule for acquiring right of way and the
Relocation Assistance Program will also be discussed during the Public Meeting. Written statements and
other exhibits will be accepted at the Public Meeting and made a part of the hearing record. Additional
statements may be submitted to the District Office of the Department of Transportation at the above location
within tan days after the Public Hearing.

Robert W. Hodges
Districe Engineer
Department of Transportation
Bureau of Highways
Paducah, Kentucky
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I'WI.. SE DOWN
IN A MINUTE

koesE To FIX MY FACE

FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone ?53-312s
30 TN MUT UNDERSTAND
7594444 AND ASK FOR TAPE NO.

roue cnitortfirr cut

WIGGINS'
URE
FURNIT
of

Murray.
20 years
Calloway County.
Over

in

Be
sure and check
Wiggins Furniture for
the best buys in. .,
•Furniture
'Lane
Cedar
Chests
•Bedding
sand
Floor
Covering

THE PHANTOM

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE
2uz miles north of.
Murray on 84l Call
253-4566 and ask for
Robert. Nell or Jo or
bt ttec still drop by

and browse arouni.

NOT A 810
SECRET. A
LITTLE ONE.

2.

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

'FEE DELIVERY' -

112.

NOTICE
CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
•Portroits

2. NOTICE

Swimming,.
Pools •
Western

Ky. Pools

442-9747
Padaeak, Ky.

1534298
MIRROR SALE/ Frame
mirrors, custom cut and
installed, any size and shape,
plus door mirrors, bevel edge
or plain edge. Also sale on
Merry
items.
display
Christmas to all! M & G
0180
753
KY,
,
Glass, Murra

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A

Specialty

At

Starks Mardware
12th & Poplar
753-1727
FREE PARKING!
TIRED OF . tit* every 'day
lob?.(Ven your own business
one that is ready to operate;
Hazel LOmber Co, complete
with.all stock and equipment,
and the buildings. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753
4342.

•

GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Cali Bible Facts,
759 4600.
GLASS WORK.. Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired Glass
table tops and shelves
Shower doors and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plezsglass and window glAss
replaced. M & G GLASS, 816
Coldwater•Rd, 753 0180.
'HAVING A Christmas party
or family get together? Why
not call Carter Studio. We
calls.
house
make
Remember 'those precious
memories in pictures Call
today for an appointment.
753 8298.

N Isw Ise tires 1003 and
1100 21 and El Urea. whieels,
.sante 940 20 for sale, also
men send blaster 750-1730
evenings.

We
a bo

GOD I g.LOVE; If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 7511-1600._ 24
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
Facts.
YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-6333.
S. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: BILLFOLD with
the name Alan on it. Owner
call 489.2377 and
can
4,
describe.
LOST: LADIES watch with
band. Reward. 436-2399.
6. HELP WANT.°
FULL TIME and part time
help for day shiftS and night
Shifts. No phone calls please.
Burger- Cnriten, Murray.
HELP WANTED: Waitress,
'apply in person, Sykes Cafe,
100 Maple ST.
Im.
POSITIONS OPEN
mediately. Experience
in
necessary
billing,
•
_collections, * account
receivable,- filing insurance
forms. Medical tertliology • ••
dpslrable. 759-1550.
t.

Sou
the
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10. &US.OPPORTUNITY
SALE:
Carson's
FOR
Grocery store, good location
For
Kirksey.
information
in
call 489 2519 and leave your
phone number

I

Iliod Furniture
Used Appliances
Used T.9.'s

Hodge & Son, Inc.
2o5 So. 5th

12. INSURANCE

1.-1: I 1

n

•
24. MISCELLANEOUS
A LITTLE PUDGY - -Overweight, downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap7p5r9oa
,45
c3
h6!! For information call

CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.49
We ye row writes insurence
and 60 month gauranteed,
on ceoliie homes, with 3 M.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,
ferent companies. for best
'ELECTROLUX Sales ar!
" 1- Paris, Tn.
rates contact Wilson In'Service in Paducah call 1- PRE OWNED
JEWELRY,
surance and Reel Istate , SO2
443-6469. In Murray call Tony diamonds and mtScellaneous
Montgomery 753-6760.
124- 7S3-3263.
"jewelry. Rogers Jewelry,
19. FARM EQUIP.
North Court Square, 145.101c,
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS. Paris, TN.
14. WANT TO OUT
WANT TO BUY good used Truck tool boxes, deluxe beSt SALE SKILL ROUTER, 1 2
moble homes. Call 502-527 box, $92.50 Same box with hp. Model 548, $29.99. Waii
push handle, $85. Stainless Hardware in Paris, TN.
1362
steel tail gate protecters, $15. SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
WANTED TO PURCHASE: Portable air tanks, $27.50.
538, 1.5 hp, 714 inch blade,
used
backhoe. Vinson Tractor Co. 753-4892.
Good
$29.99, model 574, 13•4 hp, ';Calloway County Fiscal FOR SALE; 1950 Red belly inch
blade, $34.99, model 559
Court. Call Rob Walston, 753- tractor and equipment, good ball,
bearing, 2 hp, 714 inch
4846, or Judge Miller's office, condition. 753.86/9.
blade, $49.99. Wallin Har753 2920.
HEAVY DUTY disc blades, dware, Paris, TN.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
Adams, hard surfaced plow 26. TV-RADIO
COBRA 78X CB, 40 channel, points, regular point, shims,
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
less than 2 months old, an- bars, mold boards and cutter person to take up payment on
tenna goes with it. Also Carol. blades for all plows. Vinson 25 inch
color t.v. under
cassette with carrying case. Tractor. 753 4892.
warrenty.
forClayton's
753-9685 ask for Brenda.
merly J 8. &Music. 753-7575.
FOR SALE: 5 piece drum 20.-SPORTS EQUIP.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
set„ cymbols and extras BATAVUS
MOPEDS
included. $250. Sears Ken- Christmas special, $399.50, FOR SALE: 17 foot travel
more sewing machine, $30. $25, free accessories. Murray trailer with new Simmon's
Gun rack. Portable black Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St., twin bed, Sher,sink, stove,
refrigerator, air conditioner,
and white, both need repairs. 753-7400.
With new 7' X 10' metal
Call 436-5857.
22. MUSICAL
storage building, 1 mile to
HALF PRICE SALE, Club BALDWIN PIANOS and Kentucky
Lake. 474-8843.
- --2,--and.-3-qt.Aluminum, 17-1-11,
organs, usepianos.Lonari..o
12'
X
60'
TWO
covered saucepans, 10 inch •Piano Co., across from Post 1974
BEDROOM
trailer, all
1
2 qt: Office, Paris, TN.
- covered skillet, 4/
electric, furnished, central
covered dutch oven, choice of
air, under pinned and
colors Wallin 'Hardware in
storage
building. Located at
FOR
SUE: used high
Paris, TN,
Fox
Meadows
Trailer
HANDCARVED CHESTS
back piano. Approx. 60
Courts. CAII 247-7386 after 4
accessories
from
and
pm.
years old, in good conMainland China at the Green
24' X 60' GLENBROOK 2
Door, Dixieland Center on
dition, needs tuning,
bedroom with den 'and large
Chestnut.
' $150. Call 753-5322 afcypress sun porch. 753-0779
exCORELLE
SALE
after 5 pm.
_
ter 4:00 p.m.
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc"
28. MOB.HOME-RENTS
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
MOBILE HOME for rent
Indian Summer, Aprit, .-or
Blue Heather. Your choice FOR SALE • Conn trumpet Dill's trailer court, located at
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in and case. Excellent con- Murray Drive Inn Theatre
dition. Would make nice entrance. See Brandon Dill.
Paris, TN.
BEDROOM trailer,
ware, Christmas present. Priced TWO
REVERE
SALE
located at Riveria Courts.
copper bottom, save 40 low. 753.0806.
Call 436,2430.
percent on 1, Pi, 2, and 3 23. EXTERMINATING
quart sauce pans. Double
29. HEATING & COOLING
boilers, P'2 and 2 quart, 4/
1
2
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock,
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
lined, cast iron doors annd
Wallin Hardware; Paris, TN.
with
grates.
Complete
18 HOME FURNISHINGS
.blower, $299.99. Wallin
washer, 753 1785.
32. APTS:-FOR RENT
TWO • BEDROOM-- -thrptex
"PR FL CO Fit-0ST-F WEE
apartment, central heat and
refrigerator with ice maker,
air. Available January 1.
'-Westinghouse
$150.
Call 753-4640 after 5 ern.
refrigerator, $65. Call 75333. ROOMS FOR RENT
' 0762.
ROOM FOR RENT in large
house, fully furnished, including washer and dryer. 2
blocks from University. $65
per. month, all utilities furSALES CAREER
-nished. 436-2411.
MAN-SIZED INCOME-LIMITED TRAVEL
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR 'RENT: _2 bedrilk
We are manufacturers of chemical specialities for the Mclastrial inhouse in city limits, deposit
stitutional and commercial markets.
and refrences required. Call
Our succeadul sales people earn 818,600 to $45,080 yearly on a
753.9924 after 3:30 pm.
liberal commission structure.
'FOR RENI:, Na.yi,3 bedroom
Up to 1250 weedy salary plus $150 monthly expense allowance plus
louse in country. Deposit
bonuses during training period..
3nd reference required. Call
Excellent fringe benefits and profit sharing Management op435-4428 or 435-4592.
portunity.
U you are a hard worker with a strong desire to succeed, we wilt MTWO BEDROOM house in
oat our time and money to help you become more successful. Sales
Dexter .for rent. Stove and
Is
and our products are non-technical.
•-efrigerator furnished, gas
to es a stable work.Aistory with some indication of
e wish
'lea t.
achievement.
model car required. Send resume to
.....16. RENT OR LEASE
An Egad Opportunity Employer.

Pero

/22.3

rq 1978
Unite& Feature Srn 'Cate inc

43. REAL ESTATE

AFADORABLE,
AND
FORDABLE
AVAILABLE - Immediate occupancy on
this energy-efficient,
tri-level home with
central gas heat,
fireplace in den, and
attractive corner lot
location on quiet.
residential street. Lots
of home for the money.
s
Pri
ii
hced
immte..
44p
REALTY- 753,1222. We.
are members of the
Multiple Listing Service.

FIVE ACRES inside city
limits. Ideal for commercial
or apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
busihess project and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of' this property is less
than some commerical lots.
Call the NELSON SHROAT
CO.; REALTORS.759-1707.

Waldrop Realty
'In Business

Vet

eto

Since 1 956-

43. REAL ESTATE
SMART START- If you're
starting outor slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
cottage...located
bedroom
downtown
shop
near
ping...lots of trees and
shrubs for"' private ef
fect...yes, yours. for under
$20,000. First time on the
.rparket. LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753.1492.

THE OUTCOME IS
INCOME - Extra nice
duplex apartment just
listed. Each side has 2

IroOm.lkiiclift. _and
bath. Modern Kitchens
have all built-in appliances: Located just
outside the city limits,
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at $41,500. Phone Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.
WANT TOWAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
bath brick located near
downtown area. Ideal for
office
or
professional
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you hOw your
money can work for you
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.

753-5646
741 641E4
1
'

DELTA FORDAOST CHEMICAL COR7RATION
P. O. Box 30310
MEMPHIS, TN. 38310
or phone tollfree 1-800-238-5159

>opal

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free Estimates.
Phone 753-6403 pr 753-1791

Barry Rose
- Insulation Co.
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

0
,4
,
.044,

-

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICE HAIR CUT 51.50
For hospital & house

Closed All Day Wed. Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25

Warehouse

KOPPERUD

Storage Space

Realty
753-1222

Rent
253-4758
For

FOR RENT. COMMERCIAL
court square; on'
-Space
southside of court square.
Now occupied by Children's
Corner.
Space
available
January 1, 1979. For details,
contact,
DOn
Overby,
Murray, 753-1292.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
LARGE. ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2889.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC
REGISTERED
Deberman!puppy, $150. Ears
already cropped. Call 753
1380 after 5 pm.
iAKC _COC.X.ER .Spaniels
Blonde female, 1 year old,
$35. Black male,2 years old,
-145.492-8861. -

cols •
K.Pools

-9747

icah, Ky.

FE; It you would
! anything about
:all 7994600_ 24
not a tape. Bible

D is our concern.
753-6333.
OUND
SILLFOLD with
1Ian on it. Owner
and
409.2377

3IES watch with
ird. 436-2399.
ANTED
IE and part time
y shifts and night
orlon* calls please.
ten, Murray.
WEED: Waitress,
teson, Sykes Cafe,
T.
im
S OPEN
y. Experience
In
billing,
ns,# account
filing insurance
KItcal terniology
759 1550

SUDSBURY
PARK

calk please call'753-3685 one

day to advance.

The Sign May Be Down
But
We are still here. We may not know much
about hanging signs but we sure can
make MARBLE. So 'come on over on
South 9th Street. Just stop where you see
the dismantled sign... That's Us.

Thornton Tile
Igt Marble
"Quality That Will Please1;12 so. 9th

ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTAL

'K'C ELECTRIC
1-P.O. Box 531, Murray

NO JOBS TOO -SMALL

Dog grooming, located
-Id Murray. Call 7594140. Monday through
Friday,9 till 5.
•••=.4.41•1001.1111.1•411MINIIIIM.

Murray
Datsun, Inc.

604 so. 12th St.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

QUALITY
REALTY

PARKER_
FORD

527-1468 753 9625

Mini

19 Walnut Sip '-I

NEW OFFICE HOURS

SEARS,

-

Kelley's Termite
& Pelt Collu-Instrol

ATTENTION LADIES AND MEN

45. FARMS FOR SALE
N. USED CARS
53. SERVICES OFFERED
APPROXIMATELY
50
CHEVELLE SS, good EXPERIENCED
CAR
acres, Tennessee side of the 1968
Call 436 2332 PENTER will do carpentry
1 Maley Auction A
state line road, two miles condition, $350.
or roofing, Free estimantes.
between 8 and Slam.
west of Hazel. Level, rich
Realty Sales
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351,
beautiful farm. Good well, 1973 DATSUN 1200. Can-be
COt Isitill Man
FAMILIES,
GROUPS,
electric pump, small farm seen at 1512 Henry St. after 5
Auctioi,er Realtorgrandkids.
Beautiful full
house with bath. Small tract pm.
Appraiser
•
color
pictures
made
at your
timer
Pt. 4 901147949U 479-3713
balance
under 1973 DODGE POLORA
home or Christmas party.
cultivation. This is a once in custom sedan. 1968 Ford
South Fulton Tenn
Carter Studio. 753-8290
a lifetime opportunity and Fairlane, 500 wagon. Nice
won't last long. Immediate local cars. 753 3202.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for
possesion. Rex Jones, 316
1976 EL CAMINO Super
free estimates ,for
your
Colonial Rd., Knoxville, TN
Sport, red with black top,
needs.
37029. (615) 577-1836.
power steering and brakes,
GUTTERING BY
JUST
REDUCED
aOtomatic, air conditioner,
&3,600.00!(1, We have &
*heel, cuise control, AM.• __Sears continuous gutters
installed
per
your
acre farm with a 3 bedroom FM stereo, 29,000 miles, call
specifications, Call Sears
home just ready for you. Call 753-2571..
753-2310 for free estimates.
us today for an appointment.
FOR
SALE: 1972 green
DONALD
R
TUCKER
INSULATE AGAINST the
station wagon, $400. Call 753,
OYD-MAJORS
REALTOR,7534342,
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
3666 after 4.30 pm.
attic insulation and foam-inREAL ESTATE
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet
place
urea formalehyde.
753-8080
BUY DIRECT from builder Caprice, very good condition.
no
Free
estimates,
and save. Near completion, 2 Call 753-8333.
Kentucky.
obligation.
new 3 bedroom brick homeS,
Pr ofessional Services
1967 GTO PONTIAC, 400
Tennessee Insulation, Rt.7,
located in Kirksey, within
With The Fry.tndly Touch'
motor. 4 speed. 411 rear end.
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
walking distance of post
Good shape. $800 or best
(502) 435-4527.
office, country stores, and 3 offer. 753-8719 after 5_pm.
LET US SHOW YOU
INSULATION BLOWN !hilly
Each has 3/4 acre
THIS. . 3 bedroom, churches.
automatic,
HONDA,
1973
Sears, save on these high
lot, central heat and air,
best
offer.
Call
753or
$1200
heating and cooling bills.
large living rm.-dining
thermal windows and doors,
.6531
or
759.1155.
Sears 753-2310 for free
Call
and
well
insulated walls and
rtn., full basement.
estimates.
ceilings.
Living
room, 1972 OLDSMOBILE. LIKE
Lot 124' x 195'. Exbedrooms, ,and
hall are new, no rust, clean, loaded
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
cellent for home-office
corpeted.
Kitchen, with extras. 753-1261.
and gas installation, will do
washroom, am'. both full
plumbing, heating and sewer
1972 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
or small business.
baths have. vinyl floors. Good condition. Power and
cleaning Call 753-7203.
Zoned B-4 ComKitchen has plenty • of air. $695.
1974
Pinto.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
cabinets, eating counter and
mercial. Priced' at
Automatic,$895. 489.2595.
now- all oak. $25-rick. Can
built in appliances. Also
John
Boyer at 753-8536.
only $45,000. Boyd1978 THUNDERBIRD, 10,000
includes attached garage,
miles,$5900. Call 489-2233.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Majors Real Estate,
patio and large covered front
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
SO. USED TRUCKS
porch. Homes contain 1456
105 N.12th.
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753and 1560 sq-ft and me Priced 19L4_CHE_VROLET CUSTOM
710 after 6 pm.
to sell Call after 5 pm 489
Deluxe Pick Up Extra good
or
-FLAT
2387.
ROOFT1q6;
Power'and air. AM-FM, tape
shingles, water proofing and
player. $2450. Call 489.2595.
WHAT
A
CHRISTMAS FOR SALE: Five room
mobile homes. 15 years
FOR SALE or trade: 1979 Fpresent! A lovely home on 2 newly decorated "alumnium
experience. Call 435-4173.
Siding residence, 1316 Vine
150, 4-wheel drive Ranger.
acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
ROOFING,
excellent
Air, power steering, power
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage, St. in West Murray, KY. You
will like this gas floor - fur-. brakes, automatic, 2-tone
references.
Call
7531486
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
nace.
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
-Priced
$15,000
paint, tilt, wide tires and
storage, fenced in beautifully
possession with deed. Why
ask
for
Shelley.
,
wheels. 759-4515.
landscaped backyard and
pay rent? Claude L. Miller, FOR SALE: 4-wheel drive
SHEET ROCK hanging, free
more. Located on Hwy 299,
753-5064
or
753-3059,
24
hour
estimates. Call 502-527.9637
pick-up,
power,
Jeep
near Kirksey. Call today the
answering service.
after 5 pm,
automatic and air, almost
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
49. USED CARS
new. 436-2427.
REALTORS. 759 1707.
TREE
TRIMING
and
removal. Free estimates.
51. CAMPERS
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm.
ALMOST NEW 28 foot
S
TRACTOR TRAILER truck
Marauder travel trailer. Air
will haul logs, ties, lumber,
conditioned and central heat.
etc. Call 437,4485 after 6 pm.
All self contained. Excellent
condition. $6000 firm. Call
BASEMENT? We
WET
collect, Mayfield, 247-6248 or
make wet basements dm
'The Gas Savers"
247-8755.
guarath
com-pietely
wbrk
teed.. Call or write Morgatl
52. BOATS & MOTORS
South 121h at Sycamore
Construction Co., Route 2,
16" MARLIN .35 Evinrude
TELEPHONE 753.1651
Box 409 . A, Paducah, IC4
motor. 753-8003.
42001, or call day or night,"353. SERVICES OFFERED
442-7026.
BYARS BROTHE S.S. Son_
Unit14..",•-'33erreretzilarne
-atid--;:appri)
-xiiriaierf-1--•
VROLET 1 MPALik, frarnivtg, an.rmintim sidinter.
tee
-_glittrrS;
- Ind raajr__Cattt - -266
-..11EviireS61-46-flii-tirft7-7-2--troOF hard taP,. -90ed
5.
FREE MALE kitten, 5
$1250. 753-2906 or 753- 395-4967 or 1-362be yours for $22,500.00.
6474 or 759-4601. months old, 2 kittens58 weeks
CONGRETE 8, BLOCK work.
Franklin
fireplace,
old, all are house-broken. .
1971' CHEVY 4-door hard top Block garages, basements,
753-3994.
Impala, power
range, carpet. Exbrakes, driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753power steering, air, good
51. WANTED
cellent location near
condition, $725. 1973 Chevy 5476
MATURE YOUNG lady
Kentucky Lake on PotVega GT, needs motor work. CARPENTER WORK, small
desires permanent position
$300.
753-8649.
or large jobs. Call 437-4560
in Murray, presently emtertown road.
1972 CHEVROLET. 2-door
and if no answer,437-4670.
ployed in Paducah. Neat with
personality.
hard top, vinyl roof. Power
pleasant
CARPET CLEANING, free
brakes and steering. Air
Experienced in selling and
estimates,
satisfied
various office duties, light
conditioning. 63,000 miles.
references. Vibra-Vac steam
typing. Good with public, can
$850. 606 Broad Exteded. 753or dry cleaning. Free scotch
3761.
__oiya
PwriPlietti references.
gaurd. Call Lee's Car-pet-'Call 753.5696.
Cleaning 753-5827.
Souths,de Court Square
MATURE LADY wishes to
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
Murray, Kentucky
,
caps., installed, minor repair. clean house. References. 4362775 atter a or 753-2555 before
References furnished. Call
'78 COUGAR XR7
753-4451
the Chimney experts. Magic .,9 in the morning.
'.00hs & drives brood new, low
Hat Chimney Sweeps.' 759GENERAL
WANTED ishes, leaded with extras,
537 h. Poplar-Benton
4878.
housekeeping job. Call 753tendert supreme, still lo
1996.
CARPET CLEANING, at
warranty. Will soil er trade
reasonable rates. Prompt ,WANTED
YOUR
old
ea. $6500.
and efficient service. Custom
diamond jewelry, Highest
Carpet Care. 489-2774..
trade allowances. Rogers
Jewelers, North side Court
and body
vbry reasonable rates, Square, Paris, TN.Your Volume Dealer
VHF:
hi-lo
WANTED,
no job too small. Satisfac•ion
753-5273
scanner with crystals. 18
grarenteed. Call 753.9181 or
COPE BROKER
available Call 759-4031.
753.8124,
43. REACESTATE

l'WELI..,l'HERE YOU ARE.YOU SAID
IF YOU WERE EVER IN WASHINGTON
YOU WERE GOING'TO GIVE "THEM A
PIECE OF YOUR MIND.

MURDER

FOR RESULTS 410

i

THE
FOR
BOARDING
Holidays. Reasonable rates
and 24 hour supervision.
Schnauzer
Poodle
and
grooming. 7 miles west of
Murray. Hidden* Valley
Kennels. 435-4481.
CANARIES FOR SALE. Call
/53-3901.
HUNTING DOG puppies
Gordon Setters, male and
female, born October 25,
black with web feet. Good
Christmas gift. Cost: share
the expense. 489-2323.
WIRE HAIRED Fox Terrier
puppy for sa I er-753-3981.
41. PUBLIC SALES
IN EXCELLENT condition,
windows, storm windows.
doors, lUvirecl closet doors,
oak library table, antique
conditioner,
dresser,
air
curio, maple picnic table
From
9am to 5
with benches.
pm cal1,753 9887, after 6 pm,
474-2327.
43. REAL ESTATE
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
Imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
faceted on 1 acre lot with taii
pine trees. Small' but
economical with energy
Perfect for
saying heat
young couple. See It today
753-1492, LORETTA
Cell
JOBS REALTORS.

DESIGNED
WITH
YOU IN MIND Attractive
three
bedroom two bath
homewith large living
room-dining
room
combination, large eat
in kitchen with lots of
cabinets, nice den with
fireplace, and wooden
deck in backyard. Ceptral gas heat and air of
course! See this listing
today. Priced at only
$48,900. Phone MEPPERUD 'REALTY.
753-1222.

IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
colOntry...5 acres fenced for
bedroom
horses...barn...3
brick with well equipped
kitchen - built-in range,
dish.
refrigerator
and
a
washer...Decorated
to
"T".. When would you like to
it?
LORETTA
'JOBS
see
REALTORS,753,1492

1

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
1111

John Smith, Realtor
Call 753-7411

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professuauil Sen.ices
With The Friendly Touch"

PROPERTY LISTINGS NEEDED. We've
had a banner year in
sales and we need
listings "Now." DO
BUSINESS WHERE
BUSINESS IS BEING
DQNE. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate - 753-8080.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

8-3 moil for business. 1V2
story home, has ceetrol oes
heat, 7 mess en wain floor, 2
se. Located is 105 s 121 ft.
let; soh $22,500. Call 7533263.
Ways* Wises 753-5086
Tee *erodes 753-0,74
Shirley Wilford 753-3043
Ales Mawr,753-1575
753-326.1
44. LOTS FOR SALE
-1 and /
1
2 ACRES with septic
tank and well, trailer hookup. 437-4608.
NEAR KENLAKE state
park, beautiful wooded
acreage, 23 ,acres, for
building or investment.
Highway 94 frontage., Priced
to sell now, Call 753.4501 after
3 pm.

313
393•

anor,'

753-0101.753 7531

the green door-,
t$isieland Cen
.
ter

'

Chestnut Street

OPEN
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

4 Lots (100'1375' ea.)
on 641 South. Only
short distance from
city limits. Maybe purchased as one tract or
individually.
Comovers.lc.i"r'luIldIng
sites, would be ideal
for trailer court. BoydMajqrs Real Estate
105 N. 12th.

Top row, left to right, Santa, Men Jones, George Gallagher, Geri Andersen
kneeling Bill Rayburn and Bill Kopperud.

Happy Holidays

Sunday
Dec. 24th
1 P1.-5 P.M.
Free Gift Wrapping
r4d:rtri44a414/440„„ams

,
,,pot.
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First Baptists To

Presbyterians To
Hold Two Services
At Church Sunday

Hear Pastor, Youth
•'Gifts For Christ" will lie
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Dr.. Bill Whittaker,
pastor, at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday,Dec. 24, at
the First Baptist Church. His
scnpture will be from Matthew 1:1-12.

The Rev.' R. E Rabatm,
First
the
of
pastor
Presbyterian Church, will
direct the services at 10'45
a.m. on Sunday,Dec. 24, at the
church.
Special scriptures and
hymns will be sung with the
Rev. Rabatin to give the
meditation on "Eli, the
Innkeeper."
The Christmas Eve service
will be at 7 p.m. Sunday with
the pastor to speak on "Come
and See.''
Elders serving for the
Sacrament of Communion will
be Carroll W. Guy, Stan
Hendrickson, E. L (Red]
Howe, Pa& Lynn, and the
Rev. Harold Howard. Music
will be by the Bill Robertson
family.
Poinsettias for the sanctuary will be in the sanctuary
by Dr. and Mrs. Stan Hendrickson in memory of their
parents, Carroll W. - Guy
family in memory of Scottie
JO Guy, Ben Garrott in
memory of Charles Crawford,
and Betty Wilder.
Lisa Slater is choir director
and Steve Clark is organist.

in Murray
CHRISTMAS MUSIC — The fourth grade chorus at Carter Elementary
Tom
Pitman.
Martha
by
narrated
was
which
musk
presented A program of Christmas
program.
the
directed
flowker.s,
Joan
of
teacher
View,a student

Mrs. Vernon Shown will sing
a solo, "Gesu Bambino," and
the Church Choir, directed by
Wayne Halley, minister of
music,will sing a "Christmas
Carol Medley." Mrs. Judy
Henry will be organist and
Mrs. Vicki Sorrow will be
pianist.
Jack Wagar, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services.
The Christmas Eve Vespati
Service, led by the Youth of
the Church, will beat 5 p.m.
Note change from the regular
time of 7 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs Ray
Clark, Mrs. John Randolph,
Mrs. Billy Brandon, Mrs.
Carney Andrus, Mrs. Orvis
Hendrick, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Marcum, Miss Mitzi Cathey,
Mrs. Dick Henniger,and Mrs.
Wilburn Farris. -Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.

OBITUARIES

Church Of Christ Plans Services On Sunday
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear
John Dale speak at the 8:30.
and 10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Dec. 24.
His morning topic will be
"Be Ye Followers of Me.."
with scripture from I Cor.
11:1-3, and his evening topic
will be "The Best Gift" with
scripture from Eph.5:22-25.
Assisting in the services will
be Jack Ward, Jerry Bolls,
Kevin Garner, Jim spurlock,

Hazel Baptists To
Hold Services At •
Church On Sunday

Jim Ragsdale, Ron McNutt,
Charles Umb,Randy Wright,
Ricky Cherry, Don Winchester, Tommy Carraway,
and Adrian Cloys.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Richard Duke,
Steve Roberson, Mal Farley,
Noah Wheatley, and Lenith
Rogers. Val King will be the
°
teen nursery helper.
Bible Study will be at 9:40
a.m. Sunday.

Memorial Church
Services Planned

The Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak on
the subject, "Good Tidings of
Great Joy," at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, Dec. 24, at
the church.
Rob Lough, deacon of the
week, will assist fn the services. J. T. Lee will direct the
music with Margaret Wilkins
as organist and Sharon Owen
as pianist.
The Sunday evening services will be from 5:30 to 8
p.m. This. will be a manger
scene' in the sanctuary for
The Grace Baptist Church Christmas Eve meditation
will hear the pastor, the Rey. and worship. Scriptures will
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the be read at 6 p.m. and 7 p.m.
10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship.... Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
services on Sunday, Dec. 24.
Wednesday
the
At
The Rev. Ronald Hardison,
at 6 p.m.,
supper
the
fellowship
direct
will
director,
music
singing with Dwane Jones as persons from the Friendship
organist and Anita Underhill House International will be
special guests.
as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Hazel Ray,
Billie ray, Dean Downey, and
Broadway is not only one of
Sylvia Rickman. Bus workers
known streets in the
will be Cliton Jones, Jimmy the best
is also one of the
it
world,
Hale, and Don Hale.
Starting at the
longest.
9:45
at
be
will
School
Sunday
of Manhattan, it
tip
southern
a.m. With-Steve'Smotherman
150 miles up into
continues
nt.
as superintende
For part of the
Wednesday services will be Albany, N.Y.
Route 9.
called
also
is
it
way
at 7 p.m.

MON

-Grace Church Will
Hear Pastor Speak

The Hazel Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
James T. Garland, at the 11:00
a.m. and 6:00 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Dec. 24.
The 6:00 p.m. time is a change
from the regular evening
worship time.
Music for the servir.es will
be under the direction of Gene
Orr Miller with Mrs. Oneida
White as pianist. ,
Sunday School will be at 9,
.46
a.m. with Wallace Lassiter as
director. No Church Training
Union will be held Sunday
evening due to the time
change of the evening service.
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Funeral Is Sunday
For Mrs. McClure
MIDDLE PLAr — Murray Middle School drama students of Margaret Porter presented a play based on Dickens' "A Christmas Carol" to other students at the school
recently. The play was also performed for the Parent Teachers Organization meeting.
The class is made up of eighth grade students.
Photo Ity Kaye Peebles

The funeral for Mrs. Fred
300
McClure,
I May ]
Woodlawn, will be held
Sunday at 2 p.m.at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
folio* in the Murray City

Services Scheduled For St. Leo's
Holy Communion At Catholic
6:30 p.m. today and at 8 a.m.,
The Rev. Martin Mattingly,
11 a.m., and 4:30 p.m. on
pastor of St. Leo's Catholic
•
,trptscepalSktirch Grant*,arta speak va -LetGo _ Sunday,Dec.24,

.may
funeral home.
Mrs. McClure. 85, died
Friday at 9:05 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is suryived by her
husband, Fred McClure; three
daughters, Mrs. Bernice
Wisehart, Mrs. Mary Kinsolving, and Mrs. Daymond
Carson: three sons, Kyaors,
Floyd, and Blondie McClure:
two sisters, 'Miss Hattie
Vaughn and Mrs. Effie Byers:
18 grandchildren; 16 great
grandchildren,

The Christmas Terinon will
0__Holythe Past... Welcome the
„The celebration .
.. `.'Froni_. Darkness-I-TOW-_-_be_
from
-scriptureh
Communion will be -at-TV-30----Fninivit at the masses at Light" with scripture from
1:26-38
Luke
•
the
a.m. on Sunday, Dec. 24, at
Luke 2:1-14. This will be at
St. John's Episcopal Church, Temple Hill Lodge To
6:30 p.m. on Sunday, at
with
Main and Broach Streets,
midnight, and at 8 a.m. and 11
Meet Wednesday
the Rev. Stephen Davenport, Hold
a.m. on Monday, Christmas
charge
vicar of the church, in
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276, day.
of the services.- - •
.Free and Accepted Masons, • Children from the first four
Acolytes will beGus Moore, will meet Wednesday. Dec. 27 grades with perfect atBrian Doyle, and Sarnir Mah- at 5 p.m. The purpose of the tendance at Religion classes
food. Ronald Dayley and
meeting will be to elect of- are Mark Simmons, Charlie
Tracey Simpson will be ficers for the year of 1979.
Marello, Nathan Clark, Joann
ushers.
All Master Masons of Kelly, Marcie Willett, Michael
Lessons and Carols will be Temple Hill Lodge are urged Ross, Kevin Doyle, Mark
at 9.45 a.m.• followed by the to atteno, Larry Roberts, Whitaker, Lisa Witaker, and
decoration of the church at 11
Master of the Lodge, said Mary Jo Simmons.
a.m. on Sunday.
today.

Save BIG,.Save NOW on RCA XI. 100 floor samples
and odds & ends. Hurry! Limited Quantities!

LOOK WHAT TON MONEY
CAN DO FOR YOU!

I

RCA

Money Market Certificates

XLr100
SoIC State

MINIMUM DEPOSIT

6 Months
1182 Days)

$10,000:00

¼% More
Than U.S. Treasury
Bill Rate

Interest On All Savings Is Compounded Daily

•1

Early Withdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest Penalty

Savings.plans that offeryou maximum allowable rates
• for any insured financial institution. ,
_
MINIMUM
DEPOSIT
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000_
$1,000
No Minimum
Deposit

TERM
8 Year
6 Yeag
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90 Day
Golden Passbook

No Minimum
Deposit

Regular Passbook

Murray
Downtown
Branch

7:75%
7.50%
6.75%
6.50%
5.75%

5.92%

8.00%

SAVE $130
SAVE $200
SAVE $200
SAVE $200
SAVE 200

The Townsend Walnut 25"
The Cumberland Pine 25"
The Washington Maple 25"
The Kent Pecan 25"
The Seville Pecan 25"
—All Above Prices With Trade In—

715 So. 12th St.
EQUAINOUSIW,

LF.NDER

753-1214

ASSOCil

riddled
Secreti
progra
hr was

fraud a
been a
indicat

JER
Cabine
today
peace

Murray
South
Branch

7th and Main

$598
$898
$8911
$808
$728

Is!

5.39%

5.25%

The
known
billion
unemp
of mill
slipsho
CET
unques
high Jr:
U.S. u
percea
cordinj
has•tra
million
But

a

EFFECT&
ANNUAL YIELD
8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

- RATE

SAVE $100
SAVE $110
SAVE $130
SAVE $130
SAVE $130
SAVE $150

The Space Saver 21"
The Carrera Pecan 25"
The Bennington Maple 25"
The Bennington Pine 25"
The Carmona Pecan 25"
The Brandy Wine Maple 25"

helpin
peace.

For!
briefer
Begin
discus
Cyrus
Minist
Belgiu

Hopkinsville
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

753-7921

AF

21"

GUARANTEED RATE

Based On Each Week's Treasury Auction
This Week's Rate 937%,

v.

$298
$388
$388
$398
$398

Color TV

TERM

I

The Roommate 13"
. The Projecta 17"
The Walnut 19"
The Fruitwood 19"
The Glenrich 19"
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repor
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for th
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